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AUTHOR’S FOREWORD
__________
My name was Pavel Kastl and I obtained informations, which were hidden
from mankind during all ages.

And this I was together with my love, rottweiler Agar:

Already in my early years I had a feeling that I have an important mission to
perform. When I was eight years old, one night there flew down from the heaven
to me over few light balls, which looked as stars. There came out the ray of
energy from them and it put me to a state of unconsciousness - I do not know,
what happened further.
Later I meditated, practiced spiritism and analyzed all events. I then moved to
a lonely house, where I wrote this book. I was helped by it by many beings from
the spiritual world.
To obtain the knowledge, described in this book, I had to renounce the
company of women and stay a virgin - it was a condition - for getting a real
initiation.

I feel really sorry, that the quality of this book’s content is damaged due to a
worse quality of its translation. The reason for this worse quality of translation
was my lack of money – I could not pay any very good professional translator.
That is why I ask you of understanding with some grammar mistakes. I do
apologize myself for them to you.

INTRODUCTION
__________
Although there were written lots of books about love, only few of them deal
with its deeper, spiritual and energetic essence. And none of them explains the
secret of love such as it really is.

That is what I am trying about. Explain to you the secret of love as I got to
know it, as it really is, and as I was told by beings from the spiritual world.

WHAT IS LOVE?
__________
Love is energy that wants to connect other corresponding and compatible
energy, partly homogenous and partly opposed. It overtones by its intensity the
less intensive energy of intellectual thinking and it acts subconsciously
according to its individual energetic nature, time and place where it acts.
It is just love that is in soft-matter spiritual worlds the softest matter
pervading everything and a bit of it is in every being. Love is the most soft and
the most perfect energy that connects everything and that is difficult explicable.
This energy is contained in all beings. Every being has a bit of this universal and
all-pervading love.
Also single parts of “dead” matter belong to themselves by their nature, and
material affinity and also coarse-matter attraction among them is similar to softmatter spiritual attraction. As is generally known the matter is attracted by
gravitation. We can say that gravitation is manifestation of matter’s love. Also
the gravitation is love, strictly speaking coarse-matter love.
Love is the most sweet, beautiful and perfect emotion. And it connects all
beings of spiritual and material world. It is brighter as Sun but it does not blind
the eyes, it is sweeter than whatever is, it is all for that it is worthwhile to live
and to die. It is absolute and perfect. It cannot be without itself. It loves all and
all love it.
Love is love for itself; it wants to fulfill itself. It wins itself and it gives itself.
In pure and higher spiritual spheres it is omnipresent. All spiritual beings give it
and accept it.
Love is positive emotion. One being feels attraction and inclination to other
beings or to any thing or activity to that this being is attracted and on that it is
dependent by positive way, also by loving.
Real Divine Love is all-pervading. Without our cognizance we all mutually
love one another. Also the persons, who injured to each other, meet in spiritual
love, in divine worlds after their death and they love themselves. The love is
what brought us in this world; love is what returns us after death into spiritual
world.
In higher spiritual worlds there is only higher love. Absolute love. In
terrestrial human world love is transient and crappy. But love in spiritual worlds

is unending and it is lasting forever. It had always been, it is and it will always
be. The highest form of love impersonates the God. He is the highest love and
also partly the highest wisdom.

Energy exchange, also mutual exchange of love energy is in everything,
because compatible and incompatible, homogenous and inverse energies are
connecting and repelling among one another, and they are transformed between
all live beings, but only surfactantly. They are transformed deeper only during
mutual near contact of live beings, mainly during sexual connection.
Specific and also very intensive transformation of love energy can run during
connection with the Holy Ghost or with higher angels in prayers and meditations
or during so called “effusion of Holy Ghost”, when Holy Ghost embraces a
living being and this being feels intensive love.
Love has thousands faces and names and it depends only on us, to say it more
exactly on our Fate, how the face of our love will look like, which will be
experienced by us.
Love is the most valuable reality and everybody who experiences it,
approaches to the spiritual world and to the God. He develops in himself
positive energy and every amorous person has brighter aura too.
Everybody needs love not only spiritually but also physically. This need of
love is so strong that it forces men to search suitable partner with whom he
would allowed to experience the mutual love.
But attention! Love does not love only the being that needs it most – also
suffering living being. Love loves above all the being that is compatible with
its energy. Compatibility and energetic affinity are higher criterion for love than

the fact, how much live being needs the 1ove or not. Love energy does not
always go to rescue other, but it wants to contact other compatible love energy.
There is difference between mercy and love.
When for example some man is disfigured, sick and he lost his male force, he
groans and complains on his pain, he stopped to be man for woman in right
sense of this word. His manliness is now damaged and there is no more such a
tension between their love energies as before. And the woman maybe leaves him
and she finds herself another man.
The same is valid for disfigured and sick woman, when she lost her beauty
and man maybe leaves her, he finds himself another woman with undamaged
sexual energy of love and with undamaged womanliness. But this rule is not
valid for God’s and maternal love, as God’s love has no sexual character and
maternal love is lesser egoistic than lover’s love.
And now we take a look at love from more scientific and at the same time
human point of view. Love is energy that wants to contact another compatible
love energy, to give it its part and to take a part of its potential as well. Love is
energetic process that is not under the control of reason and logical thinking.
The essence of love consists in spiritual and energetic homogeneity and at the
same time in heterogeneity. Souls of live beings are distantly affined; they arose
by division of Central Cosmic Soul at the beginning of Space’s inception.
Beings, whose spiritual affinity is higher, desire for mutual energetic exchange
of love energy more intensely. This desire for mutual energetic exchange is
inserted into all living beings. As a rule, the most intensive exchange of this
energy is sexual act. Soul has through Fore central path (that is main energetic
path of human body) direct connection with sex organs. During sexual
intercourse the fore and bottom parts of lovers’ souls connect each other by their
physical sex organs and exchange love energy.
Because all depends on all and in every opposite there is an element of its
opposite, love is connected with hate and hate is connected with love. And in
love is hate and in hate is love.
What energetic nature has love and hate? Love is opposition of hate and
hate is opposition of love. Love energy has opposite flow than hate energy. If
love is connection of compatible energies, then hate must be opposite energetic
process e.g. repel and pause in mutual exchange of love energy.
But we ought to know one more fact. The essence of love is of certain
measure egoistic. When love gives its energy to something, it automatically
takes a piece of energy from it too. There are not loves which would be pure on

hundred of percents. In every love is a piece of egoism, though in rare
exceptions only very small.
The law of last transformation of energy between affinity souls that love
themselves and live in material bodies is the last phase of their love. After years
of mutual love (attraction) come at the end of their relation (or of their life) the
moment of antilove – hate. They must disband to reduce potential of mutual love
in their souls because if their love always increased, it would lead to their blend,
to delete of their common difference, and to destruction of their spiritual
individuality. Through the moment of hate or sore from the lost of love man
helps himself to hold psychical individuality and mutual love between his soul
and soul of his love-partner on necessary level. Therefore after years of love
must come the moment of hate and divorce. But in the next incarnation of these
souls begins their love again, as if no hate has been between them in their past.
(Walter Russell said:
“The sexes like the two opposites of motion cannot “neutralize” each other by
so-called “union.”
(The dynamic cannot be “neutralized.” It cannot become static, but it can be
voided.)
They must be voided before they can be repeated.
Reproduction of two unbalanced mates cannot be repeated until balance has
first been restored.“)
Love energy manifests itself by attraction and if there were only love without
hate, everything would merge with everything - into the only giant energymatter formation that could not exist itself. This giant formation would lose its
energy and disintegrates itself by the course of time. To say it by other words,
the whole Allorganism would collapse (Allorganism means the connection of all
spaces that exist into the one giant organism). Therefore love – attraction, needs
its opposition – hate, repellency. On the other hand, if there were only hate
without love, everything would also disintegrates itself, because it would miss
necessary mutual attraction. Therefore, this attraction of love and repellency of
hate must be in the Allorganism in determined rate. That is why the interchange
of love and hate is necessary and must be executed for ever and ever. And just
thanks to hate the love can exist eternally and for its existence it is obligated just
to the hate.

THE SENSE OF LOVE EXPERIENCING
__________
The meaning of love experiencing is maintenance of spiritual and energetic
affinity with relative souls by mutual transformation of positive energy.
We usually long for love. Our love energy longs for exchange and connection
with love energy of beloved person. We are in love, our aura shines and at that
moment we are close to the God and we experience a purer part of our soul, we
fasten and improve it.
Then we win love for that we longed for. When we have love, we transform
its energy. The God is with us and we are with him.
When we lose love, we must experience unfulfilled desire for love, or
disfavor of Fate, pain and illness. And by means of this lack of love we recharge
our soul and deliver energy to the spiritual world because it pumps necessary
energy for its existence from suffering of living beings. And we also prepare
ourselves for death, for going away into much bigger love than we have
experienced in earthly life.

IN THE WORLD OF GOD’S LOVE
__________
Everywhere is love. Souls of happy men, animals and plants. All around
beautiful shine and love without borders.
It is place of our dreams. Celestial, spiritual worlds, in which governs only
God’s love.
Everybody loves everybody. They always loved, love and will love. Perfect
world, full of happy souls. Everybody is immortal. And love is everywhere. In
every happy soul, in every heavenly plant, in every ray of light. There is only It,
immortal, perfect and all-embracing.
Every soul that leaves this spiritual world to be born in earthly life, knows
well, that after ending of its life in material world it will return to this perfect
spiritual world glow by love, to the only real home of its.
Beautiful music is heard everywhere. So nice that it fascinates everybody who
hears it. Magnificent celestial paradise.

From a distance come souls of dead men and the others welcome them with
love.
Through the immense cosmic distance, for enormous love, for the only goal,
to the God and to loved affinity souls. Magic surroundings, all shine by
happiness, by feeling of bliss and felicity. And now come the most beautiful
moment.
Into this whole beautiful brightness enters Light. So wonderful Light in whose
shine all celestial beauty fades. The light that is full of the highest and purest
love, love without borders. Wonderful God’s Light caresses all souls by its
shining rays, these souls repeat his love and welcome him.
Love energy is now so great and all-pervading that every human suffering
seems to be nothing in comparison with its beauty. It comes the moment when
love wins.
Away are all human suffering, every pain of earthly life, and here is only
love. So great, that it is not possible describe it by words. It is the only for that
we can live and die. It is immortal and is not vainness.
In God’s surroundings there is a bright sheen without human suffering, pain
and sorrow.
On celestial glade meet souls of two men. They were lovers during life, but
she died due to heavy illness in young age and he always remembered her. Now
they are here lucky and perfect.
When they are born again, they will meet and live together again to the death
and then they will meet in celestial and spiritual worlds, in kingdom of God
again. They know that pain of human living must be, but they also know that
they are immortal and that nothing destructs their love. They are not afraid of
death. They know that their love is eternal and immortal.
Even enemies of earthly life love now each other. Nobody is alone. Love does
not forget about anybody. It loves all without difference.
Wonderful surroundings, magic plants and beautiful buildings. Love flows
from everywhere and music is created by love and comes from everywhere too.
Amazing celestial churches, large gardens lighting by God’s love. Love
shines, gives immortality, energy and desire. The reason to exist and to love. It

is almost all-powerful, the reason for existence and its cause. It is alpha and
omega of all spaces - all begins and ends in it.
And such a love is waiting for us. Bible, 1. Corinthians, chapter 2, verse 9:
”But as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered
into the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love
him.” Because we all do love God in our deepest subconsciousness, therefore
the things, which God prepared, maybe he prepared for each one of us.

LOVE AND FATE
__________
All actions in the material world are controlled by the spiritual world and the
Fate of each one of us is determined on hundred percents. In the same way also
all loves – which have been, which are and which will be – are predetermined as
well.
Men and women meet in their life to experience love energy. Then they must
divorce and died to balance their happiness by bad luck, because everything also
human love is subordinated to Universal Law of All Events, that is to say the
law of opposites. And because rate between opposites, also between good and
evil, happiness and bad luck must be the same, therefore people experience love
and real happiness only during part of their life. How said Chalil Dzibran: ”Love
crowns us, but also nails to the cross.”
Every soul has other style of experiencing of its material lives, determined by
Fate, and also different from living-style of other souls - also other style of its
love experiencing during the existence of the civilization it lives in. And when
the development of the civilization ends, every soul exchanges its style of love
experiencing with other souls. So the souls hand over “roles”, in this case loves
that they experience in their lives. And that is why in some lives the soul has
less love, and in the others more.
There are forces (ghosts) that fulfill the Fate, they take care of realization of
all affairs that must happen.
Positive spiritual forces – some clearer and higher angels and ghosts – are
controlling happy loves. Contrariwise, bad spiritual forces - ghosts determined
for making evil - are controlling unhappy loves.

All old nations believed in the existence of higher power that governs earthly
human love. As an example I can introduce famous angel called Amor or
mythical being Unicorn.
Amor with his legendary arrow:

Amor in heaven:

Mythical Unicorn:

We know that all actions on the Earth are controlled by higher force, but
about detailed way of the controlling of those actions by ghosts and extraterrestrial civilizations most of people know nothing.
For some people is unanswerable question how it is possible to control actions
of people and human love so perfectly to fulfill all loves that are predetermined.
When determined persons shall meet each other, ghosts control their thinking
and acting in such a way, so that they meet in the time when they shall meet and
ghosts by influence to their brain evoke feeling of mutual affection and love.
As we all know, organ in which the human ideas are acting, is brain. Cortex
and brain tissue are very sensitive and react to all inner stimulation of human
body. But they react also to outer stimulation.
Thinking acts in cerebrum. Under its back part is little brain that immediates
cooperation of three main parts of brain (forebrain, hindbrain, midbrain).
Fineness of brain structure and sensitivity of main controlling glands of
human body, of hypothalamus, hypophysis and adrenals, give to ghosts many
easy and effectual means how to intervene into emotional and thinking
processes in a man and to all actions that acts in human body. Also activity of
medulla oblongata - place of motor center (vital functions – activity of heard,

breathing etc.) - can be influenced by ghosts by positive and also negative way
as well.
If some man shall fall in love with some woman (and also she with him),
ghosts (Fate’s forces) arrange it in the roughly following manner: They inspire
these persons by idea to go for example downtown in the same time to the same
street. The ghosts materialize partly themselves and influence the activity of
their brain and inspire them with the idea to go downtown. They both think that
they went downtown voluntarily, by their free will. But they do not know, that
Fate decided instead of them. And they do not know about inspiration by ghosts
at all.
When they meet in determined street, the ghosts influence motor center in
brain of that woman (medulla oblongata) and she drop her handbag when the
man comes around. The ghosts inspire this man with idea to pick up woman’s
handbag and for example to say: „Young lady, you are lovely, can I invite you
to dinner?“ Ghosts also in this moment influence the brain’s thinking center and
hypophysis of both of them, and call out in them the mutual feelings of
attraction and sympathy. The woman after it accepts invitation to dinner. And
love began.

SECRET OF BIRTH
__________
Human life begins of course by birth of a child. Its birth always is a big event.
Parents await it with pleasure and have no idea what a soul enters into the body
of their child. And it often happens, as a matter of fact, that parents in reality do
not know who is born them, what Karma has his soul, what is his Fate, what
experienced his soul in the past and what awaits it in the future.
As Old Latin proverb says: ”Inter faeces et urinas nascimur”, also we born
between excrements and urine. We, people, must born our children in these
unworthy conditions, which provide our bodies to us. And our bodies are such
as they are, because such were produced by extraterrestrial civilizations by order
of Creator.
At first sight, with seldom exceptions to the rule, all small children look
similarly. They cry and see at the world and their parents with eyes filled by
wonder. Although every child has its own Fate, nevertheless it learns as the
others first steps, suffers from cold, and learns to speak. And it must go to
school as the others.

Although children look likewise during birth and they experience first years
of their life in a similar way, they differ themselves by differences of their souls.
The older child is, the more apparent is difference of its personality against the
others. And when it progressively grows mature, the Karma of its soul, different
genetic and astrological influences etc. begins to display, and also child begins
to differ from its coevals.
Now we take a look at that, what precedes child’s birth. Firstly the death of
the man, whom the child’s soul was in its last life.
In separated, for this determined part of spiritual world, souls of people wait
for birth. These souls get from higher ghosts and Fateful forces command to join
the embryo in body of their future terrestrial mother that these Fateful ghosts
chose for concrete soul.
The soul enters into the embryo in mother’s body only by order of these
Fateful ghosts. These ghosts wait for suitable time for incarnation of the soul,
they superintend the soul to born the parents with which it has Karma relations
from its past lives, to born under those astrological conditions, which correspond
to health and character of man by whom the soul is to become in accordance
with its Karma. The soul must also be born on such a place and under such
conditions to meet in its life all Fate’s friends and enemies etc. Therefore the
time and place of birth of every soul must be planned and predetermined by
management of spiritual world carefully and into all details.
Now we look at the way of soul’s entering into the child’s body.
Embryo in mother’s womb has prepared for birth after nine months of its
development and mother has afterpains. With embryo is connected soul that is to
enter into child, since its conception by slim glaring ray, so called by “silver
string”. But into child’s body soul does not fully enter until child is born. When
mother give birth to its child, after separation of umbilical cord, the soul enters
into the body, connects with it and begins to live. Immaterial (soft-matter) soul
enters into material (coarse-matter) body and connects with it by synthesis of its
immaterial and body’s material substance, that is to say by half-matter (by halfmatter clamps between soul and body - these clamps are unchangeable, but in
cases of near-death -experience or of astral traveling, when the soul leaves the
body, these clamps release, but when soul again returns into the body, these
clamps again clench in the same way, as they were clenched before soul leaved
body). Its organism runs according to moment conditions of planets of our Solar
system and these astrological influences begin in cooperation with genetic
equipment of child to create its future physical and psychical constitution.

One more fact, at the moment of child’s birth there are ghosts, which enter its
body together with its soul. They also essentially share the child’s constitution.
Because of relation between astrology and genetics it is possible to say that in
case of unfavorable astrological situation in time of child’s birth, negative genes
from its ancestors demonstrate, and in case of favorable conditions demonstrate
only better genes and the child will be healthy.
In previous times prevailed opinion that the biggest influence to child has way
of living of its parents, namely it, if they wait for its birth with love, or if is their
child undesired. But this opinion is not fully true because it often happens, that
child is born sick although its parents wait for it with love and they live healthy.
On the contrary, health child may often be born to parents that do not desire to
have it, and which live by unhealthy way of living. It depends on Karma of soul
and astrological influences and negative civilization effects.
What parents child has, it is not decisive for it because soul inherits most of
itself, parents only enable its birth. But its Fate, also the Fate of their own child,
parents do not hold in their hands.
Let’s try to do the best for your children, but realize that their Fate you cannot
change. You can help them stand and step out, when their time comes, to their
own way, which direction will be probably different than your one.

PHYSICAL LOVE AND ITS EFFECTS ON ORGANISM
__________
Sexual drive is controlled from the diencephalon through
regulation mechanism. Male and female sexual hormones are
among its important and basic components. Main male
testosterone and androsterone, main female hormones
progesterone.

neuroendocrine
in human body
hormones are
estrogen and

Sexual glands or gonads are testicles in men and ovary in women. Sexual
hormones estrogen, progesterone, testosterone and androsterone occur in both
men and women. As a result both men and women are in a certain small
measure alike. In both there are represented female hormone (feminine element)
and male hormone (masculine element). This fact also shows that men and
women have the same origin.
Man has more masculine elements, which is demonstrated by higher
concentration of male hormones, testosterone and androsterone. In women

feminine element prevails which is demonstrated in higher level of estrogen and
progesterone.
Men show strong desires for sexual intercourse, in which the ejaculation of
semen occurs. During orgasm the whole organism reaches energy release and its
regeneration.
Experience of orgasm benefits the activity of the main energetic trajectory of
organism, the Front central one, called Tu-mo. Ejaculation at intercourse or
masturbation has a positive influence on satisfactory development of energetic
physique of male organism at adolescence. Occasional sexual intercourse
exercises positive influence on heart, kidney, suprarenal gland activity and entire
metabolism. This is valid for both genders.
Another important factor that influences the experience of sexual intercourse,
is suprarenal gland and pituitary gland activity, which controls the main glands
of human organism. Suprarenal glands produce adrenaline, corticoids, and
glucocorticoids (also stress hormone) and especially adrenocorticoidtrophal
hormone (ACTH), that forms the link between suprarenal and pituitary gland
activity. The activity of these glands influences stress, sexual glands activity,
and intensity of emotions and the entire function of organism.
Each person has a different need of love. It depends on the spiritual drives of
Fate’s powers, on the level of hormones, on the activity of adrenal glands,
hypophysis, brain and vegetative neural system.
Absence of sex and physical love leads to health disorders in both sexes. Total
suppression of sexual drive can result in various health problems, accumulation
of stress that can be released in a form of aggressivity and physical or psychical
disorders (psychic disorders do not really exist, they are always accompanied by
a hidden physical defect). Many women and girls who refuse love have
problems with female organs and more painful menstruations than other women
do.
If a woman has problems with hairy complexion, if her voice is harsher, it
indicates a disorder of her female principle. She should change her negative
attitude towards men. Also the longing of many girls to become a policewoman
or take up a male profession, e.g. to be a judge, is in its substance unnatural. Let
us look at nature to see that males are stronger and more aggressive than
females, which are more gentle (there are exceptions, e.g. spiders). That is why
woman should be tender, loving, taking care of her children (an exception could
be when a woman has another task, given by Destiny). Women should not equal
men, as well as men should not be effeminate. Just through the difference

between men and women the affection comes into existence. If women would be
equal to men, do the same work and have the same lifestyle, they would get
more and more problems with female organs and the level of male hormones in
their bodies would increase and female hormones would go down. It is
unwanted and unnatural state, which is necessary to avoid. It would lead in the
end to extinguishing of male and female love.
The soul always gets a corresponding body, which has such energy, such
glands and such concentration of hormones that correspond to its sexual Karma.
Now I would like to focus on suprarenal glands. This gland is connected with
the reaction of organism to stress and danger, and also with emotions. Arousal at
sexual intercourse acts similarly to stress. It also stimulates suprarenal glands,
increases blood pressure; higher current goes through the vegetative nerves.
These glands often cause sexual failure (intercourse fever or stage fright). Their
activity depends on several chakras that are called according to traditional
Indian medicine Múládhára (controls sexual glands and organs of little pelvis),
Sahasrara (controls pituitary gland) and Svadhisthana (controls suprarenal
glands). For experiencing sexual intercourse the energetic constitution of the
organism is important too, as life energy supplied by soul runs to chakras from
Front central and Back central route. Malfunction of chakrah can be done away
with at early years, when the organism is not mature yet, with the help of
acupuncture, exercises and massages. However, the main feature of organism
cannot be changed (main route - Front central and Back central).
Our bodies have a code that makes them long for sexual intercourse and look
for a partner. Our bodies also need sexual intercourse (or at least masturbation)
to function well. If we oppress this need in ourselves, the lack of sex will cause
health problems.
There are people who voluntarily practice sexual abstention to transform
sexual energy into another one, e.g. telepathic, clairvoyant, even physical (inner
Kung-Fu masters hit the target with materialized thought - mystical strike). This
art is very rare, though.

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE
SEX
__________
Animals long for sex with another animal of the same kind but opposite sex.
Males look for females and the most pleasant feelings are reached at mutual
copulation.

As we focus on classical male female relationship between people, we will
analyze its principles. Look at the essence of man and the essence of woman.
It is evident that man and woman came into existence by dividing sexless
souls into male and female ones, and there are more feminine elements in
women and more masculine in men. But what exactly are these elements and
how should they be understood from the point of view of love energy
transformation?
(American genius Walter Russell said:
“Sex is the division of a balanced equilibrium condition into two equally
unbalanced conditions which negate each other periodically for the purpose of
repeating the two unbalanced conditions.
Sex is the creative principle. It is the dual desire force in Mind for expressing
its One Idea.
A sexed condition and an electric condition are identical.”)
Energy is distributed differently in males and females. Males love more
emotionally and most of their energy is only aimed at copulation with a female,

which they experience very intensely. But they behave to other animals and
descendants more roughly than females.
Females do not enjoy intercourse so intensely, but they are more tender to
other creatures and love their young ones more. Their love is less intensive to
one object (male), but sensitive to all other creatures and young ones. This law is
valid in general not only for animals, but also for people.
When man has sexual intercourse with woman, he has powerful orgasm.
Woman might, but also might not have orgasm, but man must. Woman lets man
inside her more or less passively, man enters woman actively. Man gives more
and takes less, woman the other way round. Man usually cannot even speak at
the act, woman can. So who experiences the intercourse more intensively?
Male orgasm:

IN T E N S IT Y

M a le o rg a sm

T IM E

Female orgasm:

IN T E N S IT Y

F em a le o rg a sm
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When both partners have orgasm, the exchange of energy is most intensive,
their spiritual affinity gets stronger, and they become connected to higher
spiritual spheres in a certain sense of this word.
Those who experience orgasm at masturbation radiate energy, but do not get
any. They are physically relaxed, they release some energy, but they do not
accept any energy from another person. Many spirits transform energy with
people who masturbate. Occasional masturbation is good for people’s health as
it releases accumulated pressure that might do harm to a person.
It is more important for men to have orgasm than for women. Women have
lower need of physical love than men do. But it is also expressive.
Woman is, under normal circumstances, tuned in for more sensitive vibrations
than man. Only when experiencing emotions, man “burns” more than woman
and reaches more intensive vibrations at the moment.
The still point of woman is higher than still point of man, whereas the
excitement (arousal) point of man is higher than arousal point of woman.
Women usually want man to show his love through sex, not only through
poetry and rhetoric. Woman longs for sex subconsciously and often does not
realize this. And if yes it is in her nature to try to hide this longing for sex.
Quick excitement needs the setting of “inner erotic tension” at a sufficiently
high level. The higher the level, the higher or quicker the excitement.
Woman has a steady level of exciting elements that do not change a lot.
Steady and stable level of excitement does not exhaust woman, while man with
his changeable emotionality once burns and once is cold, which exhausts him
more. Woman can be excited, or let us say sentimental, for a long time, but man
- for a short moment - gets quickly to the higher level than woman and then - for
a short moment- becomes emotionally cold again.

Male ability to love:

T h e in ten sity
o f lov e
(h igh er th an
b y w o m en )
G en eral
sen sitivity
(lesser th a n
b y w o m en )

Female ability to love:

T h e in ten sity
o f lo v e
(lesser th a n
b y m en )
G en era l
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(h ig h er th a n
b y m en )

Man loves more where woman loves less and woman loves more where man
loves less. Man must give himself to the woman and protect her and love her,
she accepts his energy, but also gives some.
Women want to be conquered. They often create situations that increase their
attractiveness in the eyes of men. They pretend not to be interested in making

love, but they want to be conquered and won over. Women thus lift up their
femininity and excite men who then long more for them.
Women are impressed not only by successful men, but also by those who are
able to impose their will on other people, either physically or with intelligence.
When a man beats another man, when he dares to revolt against an authoritative
man he deserves respect and admiration of women.
And so women’s desire for roughness becomes evident even if hidden behind
their tender appearance.
Women who are attractive, beautiful and satisfy them sexually and who do
not have rough male features impress men. Woman must radiate womanhood,
gentleness to be attractive for a normal man. Similarly man longs for tenderness
of woman and hides it under a rough male appearance.
The real manhood dwells in misunderstanding of womanhood and real
womanhood in misunderstanding of manhood.
In every woman there is a minimal amount of male element and in man of
female element. When a woman exhibits her attractiveness and she realizes that
men like her buttocks and that it excites him, then the women judges her body
with the male element. She is looking at herself with the men’s eyes and realizes
what is pretty about her. In this case she praises her buttocks as pretty and
exciting. But when she is conquered and friendly “raped”, she experiences it
with her submissive female element.
On the other hand man with a good figure, big penis, good hair and so on
looks at himself with woman’s eyes and his female elements judges his
appearance to be attractive for a woman. But when making love he enjoys it
with his male element.
Women often want to give new face to their womanhood, to show after years
of marriage that they are still attractive for men. That is why they let themselves
“pick up” by another man and they deceive their husbands. Another reason for
adultery is to get other energy than husband’s, with which they are fed up.
The same is valid about men. They long for other woman’s energy as they
have enough of their wives’ energy and they want to prove that they are still
able to impress and conquer other women.
Faithful marriage without adultery must revitalize its love by making sex
more varied and thus regenerate their male and female energies. There are many

ways of making sexual life more varied - provocative clothes, playing at
strangers and pretending this will their first time together and so on.
The fact is that our bodies as well as our souls make us be unfaithful, often
against our will. Then we cannot but succumb. There are very few lovers who
are totally faithful. As mutual intensive love of both partners, accompanied by
entire good favor of Fate is a very rare phenomenon.
It is true that there is no living creature without need for love. Every organism
wants to love and be loved. Some individuals can keep this need down, but
inside they are aware of it more or less. The internal of each of us longs to
embrace and be embraced.
Man needs to unite with woman energy that he lacks. If this lack is big, he
makes love with a woman whom he would normally find unattractive and would
not long for her. Similarly a woman longing for male energy, if she urgently
needs it, she can sleep with a man who would be under normal circumstances
unattractive for her as well.
In human life there are two moments of highest bliss, love and happiness.
These are the moments when life joins life, and together they create another life.
It is sexual love and motherly love. It is then when two people join to produce a
new life. A few moments when two people make love. When woman gives birth
a baby that she will love and it will love her. When the child grows up, it will
meet the love of its life just like its parents some time ago, and he or she will
produce an ancestor again. And only because of this positive aspect of life the
moments can exist when mothers full of love enjoy their children and children
love them.
In spite of the fact that man and woman are different, they can only have
children together. They need each other. There is one proverb from the Shao-lin
temple saying: ”Man and woman are like coal and spark. They can only burn
together, separated they are cold.”

At some women we can observe male features. Growing beards, male hips
and more decisive and less sensitive character. In these cases it is either a male
soul that incarnated in female body or a female soul that developed male
qualities, which is detrimental to female qualities, which can be evident
physically.
The same situation is with some men that are too effeminate. Or a female soul
entered a male body, or the man developed female qualities at the expense of his
male character.
But the exchange of sexes occurs only rarely and usually the soul that used to
be a man, will be in its future life a man again what used to be a woman would
be a woman again.
In both cases man-like women and woman-like men these people should try
to preserve the natural qualities of their sexes and should not consciously
develop the features of the opposite sex.
As we know, it is predestined that if a soul is to live the life of the opposite
sex, it will happen. But the change of sex of one soul depends on the change of
sex in all related souls, to whom she is bound by its Karma, and the changes of
sex are exceptional. For this reason it is suitable to preserve the features of one
own physical sex and hope in favor of Fate and correctness of one’s behavior.

AWAKENING OF SEXUAL POWER
__________
Love starts with the first breath of a newborn baby and ends with the last
exhale of a dying man. Firstly it deals with child’s love for its parents, siblings
and relatives, it is the family the child was born to. Later on the love spreads on
other people from the child’s surroundings. This love does not become erotic
and more intensive until the sexual power is awakened.
Let’s ask the question what is going on in a man when with adolescence
sexual power wakes up.
From the period of physical, or sexual maturing the change in spiritual
leadership occurs. When the people get to puberty, their spiritual leadership
often changes, it is the presence of spirits who lead them.
When the level of sexual hormones increases, and sexual organs start to
“wake up”, another part of the soul “is activated” that is connected with sexual

organs through the Front central route and also another part of the brain
emotional center. The souls start to long for the energetic exchange of love with
affinity souls. It becomes aware of need of sexual energy, and of the fact that the
soul wakes up through the sexual energy and gets to a more tight touch with the
outer world.
As we know there are spirits who take care of human love. When a person is
mature sexually and he or she is prepared to meet the love of his/her Destiny and
experience sexual intercourse for the first time, the spirits come to lead the first
love experience. The spirits influence the minds of both lovers, create the feeling
of mutual affinity and control their sexual act. God is close to them and watches
their love sometimes.
However, the charge of love is experienced by boys and girls even before they
get first sexual experience. The period when boys first masturbate and girls start
to decorate themselves and want to attract boys. These moments, even without
sexual experience are accompanied by erotic atmosphere and the first charge of
awakening sexual drive and love.

INTENSITY OF LOVE
__________
It is clear, that the type of spiritual affinity has a decisive influence on the
experiencing of earthly love among people, because single souls experience only
the type of love, which corresponds to the type of their spiritual affinity.
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Intensity of love is the most important fact for love-experiencing, and much
more important than the time, in the course of which is love experienced.
Let us recognize on the one hand the different transformation of love energy
in relations, which begin fast - as is love at first sight - when one lover begins
love another very quickly, or on the other hand the different transformation of
love energy in relations, in which their love slowly develops itself.
Love at first sight, also fast increase of its intensity, but most often short
duration:
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Love that begins slowly and also its intensity increases slowly:
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There are many circumstances that deepen and intensify the transformation of
love energy. And one of them is music. In higher and cleaner spheres of the
spiritual world, the wonderful music is heard everywhere.
The tones of music are able to evoke the deep emotions in us, mostly of a
positive nature. And music, which is similar to the music that is played in the

spiritual worlds - our home, reminds us of this our spiritual homeland. During
the global mystical weddings a delightful melody is all around. Therefore the
common hearing of music makes it possible for the lovers to make a deeper
experience of their mutual love. It is interesting, that there is a lot of composers,
who can express and convey by music all that, what they are not capable to tell
by words and about what they themselves often do not know, what it really is.
Love between partners divides itself into following loves, according to their
intensity and time of their duration: Extreme intensive love with long, medium
or short time of its duration; medium intensive love with long, medium or short
time of its duration and low intensive love with long, medium or short time of its
duration.
We can introduce the three most common types of partner’s coexistence in
accordance with intensity and duration of their love:

IN T E N S IT Y

1. Love of the highest intensity and short time of its duration (most often
between sisterly souls):

T IM E

IN T E N S IT Y

2. Love of medium intensity and medium time of its duration (most often
among mystical cousins):

T IM E
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3. Love of low intensity and long time of its duration (diverse kinds of
spiritual affinity):

T IM E

In accordance to different spiritual individuality of each single soul and in
accordance to diverse ways of the experiencing of its single lives, also single
people experience love and unlove in their life in higher or lower measure.
Each man experiences his love by different way and intensity than the others.
To say it simply, each of us is a different fragment of the mosaic of all-love, and
therefore also each of us experiences his love by different way than the others,
also he experiences his own fragment of this love’s mosaic, which belongs to
him and which he is.

Following graphs show five basic types of people from point view of how
they experience love:
Type I. - people who are experiencing an intensive happiness of love

Following graph shows mainly the color of intensive happiness. These people
experience in their life only a little disappointment of love, and they intensive
love and they are happy.
Type II. - people who are experiencing an intensive unhappiness of love

Following graph shows mainly the color of intensive unhappiness. These
people experience in their life a big disappointment of love, and therefore they
are unhappy. They experience only a little happy love and mainly suffer because
of unhappy love.

Type III. - people who are experiencing a harmonic love

These people include in them love and unlove in the same measure. If they
love, only little, and if they suffer because of love, also only little. In their life
they do not experience neither really intensive happy love nor really intensive
disappointment of love. They do not love with all their heart and that’s why they
do not suffer fully because of love too.
Type IV. - people who are experiencing an extreme love and an extreme
unlove

These people experience in their life not only very intensive happy love, but
also very intensive unhappy love. Fate is playing with them a bizarre game.
They are happy with love during one part of their life, but they spend other part
of their life by the biggest suffer. Intensive love and unlove are abruptly
interchanging in life of such people.

Type V. - universal type

Universal type is the sum of the four preceding fundamental types, it is better
to say the aggregate of these four types together into the fifth type.
These people experience in the same measure both little and very intensive
happiness of love, and both little and very intensive suffer because of love.

THE MYSTERY OF FEMALE BEAUTY
__________
Almost every man dreams of a beautiful woman. And almost every woman
tries to be beautiful to appeal to men and to attract them.

Women usually try to be slim, so that their figure and nicely shaped hips
enable them to get affection and sympathy of an attractive man. Also many
fitting sexy parts of garment together with suitable make-up, lipstick, pleasant
fragrance and of course perfect body hygiene increase the erotic attractiveness
of woman and her chance to get sympathy of the man she is longing for.
The substance of female beauty from the philosophical point of view is
roughly the following: it is generally known that women are made beautiful by
what is appealing to men. If men do not like them, they cannot be beautiful. For
example a female toad is beautiful in the eyes of a male toad and he finds her
prettier than the most beautiful woman, even if some people find toad totally
ugly. So beauty is created by the fact that somebody finds something beautiful.
This is valid above all about woman.
As for female beauty there is a general code, it is that beautiful woman is a
woman of the type that most men like and find beautiful. That is why women
who fit into this code, seem to be beautiful in the eyes of most men. This
generally recognized code means usually slim figure, nice shape of hips and
breast, delicate face and nice long hair.
But let us have a look at one interesting fact. There are men who like a
woman who does not seem to be beautiful in the eyes of most men and some
even find her ugly. And yet, for a particular man she is very beautiful.
For a love relationship of two people of opposite sex the closeness of their
souls is determining as well as their common sexual Karma, it is their mutual
love relationship in their previous lives. That is why people are often attracted to
each other even if they are not beautiful according the general code. They do not
only like each other’s body, but above all their souls. In this case one soul loves
the other.
We should keep in mind the relativity of beauty and also the fact that spiritual
beauty and spiritual affinity are often more important in a relationship than the
outer beauty of a partner from the general view of human beauty. Beautiful
women are not only those who have a beautiful body but those with a beautiful
soul. Beautiful mainly in the eyes of their partner.

KARMIC ASTROLOGY OF LOVE OR DIAGNOSTICS
OF SPIRITUAL RELATION OF PARTNERS
__________
Mutual spiritual relation, if it is valuable, must always accompany the
relationship between partners. This love between related souls is in most
material lives mutual, as these related souls love each other.
Intensive love between people whose souls are related is one of the most
beautiful things that can be experienced in material world. To make this love
fruitful and contribution for both souls, they must have the united sexual Karma.
Also their Destinies must intertwine in more of their material lives.
Now I would like to get you acquainted with one method by which we can
diagnose spiritual relation of partners using Karmic astrology.
Karmic astrology is a more important field of study than traditional European
astrology most astrologers deal with. To read from the horoscope man’s Karma
and from partner’s horoscope joint Karmic bond of love between partners is a
difficult task. But an experienced Karmic astrologer succeeds.
Related souls have often Mars and Venus in the same sign and near each
other. Mars is the male principle and Venus the female principle. That is why
these two planets are so important in the love of the investigated couple and for
diagnosis of their spiritual relationship.
An example: The woman has Mars in Pisces and her partner has Venus in
Cancer. And Venus of the women lies in the sign Aquarius close the Mars of her
partner - also in the Aquarius. Suns can be in opposition or in quadrature, even
Moons of partners can have quadrature. Even if these are negative aspects, they
can prove spiritual affinity.
Another key point are the Moon knots in the horoscope of partners, which, if
they have an aspect to each other, speak about the common past and future of
their souls. Also all other aspects to the Moon knots speak about the common
Destiny of souls of both partners.
The most important aspects in diagnostics of join sexual Karma of the
partners are:
1) Position of Mars and Venus.

2) Position of Moon (emotional side and spiritual relation, for example the
Moon of a woman lying near the descending moon knot of a man can mean
marriage from their last life) and of black Moon (a weak point or negative
Karma).
3) Also mutual position of Sun and ascendant speak sometimes about the
spiritual affinity. The trigon of the Suns and ascendants is often present in
mystical cousins, opposition is frequent in sisterly souls.
But if related souls should not live together because of their bad Fate, their
partner horoscope need not show good aspects.
Another diagnostic method of spiritual relation of partners is investigation of
their character and physical appearance. Whether the shape of their faces and the
height of their bodies have certain proportional similarity, if their character type
is in harmony with the character type of their partner and if their souls show
identical qualities. Similarity in eye color, hair and complexion is also very
important.
This diagnostics is very difficult and only a real expert can do it. But these are
very few or almost none. Many people offer prophecy or diagnostic services to
profit from it and often these false “specialists” provide wrong information for
their clients, which results in disputes and errors in partner relationship.
There should be kept the rule that rather than diagnose poorly, it is better not
to diagnose at all. It is available for everybody to compare at the astrologer the
position of his/her Sun, ascendant, Moon, black moon, Moon knots, Venus and
Mars with their position in the horoscope of the partner. Astrology also suggests
a lot, but for the exact conclusion about the spiritual relation of the partner it is
better to follow your own intuition.

THE SECRET OF MYSTICAL WEDDING
__________
Before the inception of material world the Central Cosmic Soul divides itself
(global mystical divorce) on its single parts - the part of greatcreatures (the most
developed civilizations in a space), the part of human souls, the part of animals’
souls, the part of plants’ souls etc.

Human part of Central Cosmic Soul further divides on single non-sexual souls
and each of them divides on two souls, male and female. And these souls are
called “sisterly souls”.
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When the both sisterly souls are born in material world, they feel big
attraction one to another and they often meet in their material lives to live
together as lovers.
Their sexual act is in the fact the attempt about return to origin status, in
which their souls were connected in one non-sexual soul.
(Walter Russell: “It is this desire for oneness which causes them to
interchange.”)
In the majority of cases people most love their sisterly soul, and rather less
other souls, which are affinity too. And which origined from near non-sexual
souls (“mystical cousins”).

(Holy books speak about common origin of a man and a woman and about
their spiritual affinity. As an example there is written in Bible, that God created
Eva from the rib of Adam. That is why a man and a woman attract each other
(Genesis, chapter 2, verse 24): “Therefore shall a man leave his father and his
mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh.” So that they
arose from one body and return to the one body again. Also Koran reveals the
affinity of men’s and women’s souls. It is written in book 4, verse 1: “O ye folk!
fear your Lord, who created you from one soul, and created therefrom its mate,
and diffused from them twain many men and women.” Here we can find the
proof of gradual division of original non-sexual souls. As far as spiritual affinity
is concerned, again Koran, book 24, verse 26: “Women impure are for men
impure, and men impure for women impure and women of purity are for men of
purity, and men of purity are for women of purity.” Professor Velenovký used to
say: “One's own for one's own and always according to the Truth.”)
Animals, bacterium, insect and plants (in a certain sense also ghosts of deadmatter) have mystical sisters and cousins as well as people.
Sisterly souls have so much common energy, that for its keeping is usually
sufficient short living through intensive love from time to time in their material
lives.
Each non-sexual soul has a definite energetical value, different than other
non-sexual souls. If we would sum up two sisterly souls, also man and woman,
let us say their Yin and Yang, we would found the general value of the nonsexual soul, from which they origined. So we would get to the notion of
different energetical types of single non-sexual souls.
In human life there is usually several loves, which can be intensive. But when
we recapitulate all our life, we must recognize, that one of our loves was bigger
and more true, than the other. And it was just the love for our sisterly soul.
It can happen, that in accordance to Karma Law a man his sisterly soul must
not meet in each material life of his soul, and that he must love other souls. But
many people meet their sisterly soul in their life.
When these sisterly souls die and they meet in spiritual world, they can
become again one origin non-sexual soul. This connection is called “mystic
wedding”.
Two sisterly souls will be set against themselves. The both of them shine by
love and approach to themselves. They glare by light of love that grows in them.
How do they approach, their lights of love are connecting in huge blaze and in

flames of love the both souls merge into one non-sexual and perfect soul.
Suddenly they have one spirit, one astral body and they shine by perfect blissful.
But after some time they must divide again from themselves (this is called
“mystical divorce”) and incarnate into material world, because the circulation of
life and death is eternal.
Mistake of many mystical theses is belief, that the top of development of
human soul consists in its purgation from negative Karma, and thanks to the fact
the soul can leave unending circulation of life and death. And then it merges
with God’s Ghost by mystic wedding with him. I am sorry to say you that it is
nonsense.
If every single soul would become perfect and merge with God, during long
times would merge with God all the souls, which exist. And then would remain
only alone God. And whom he would love, when he would stay alone, and when
he is the biggest love? Himself? But in this case he would live through the
energy of absolute self-love, and it would doom him to his destruction. And here
is one more reason, why the souls of ours cannot merge with God. If all souls
would merge with God, there would be no human soul, no living creature, and
the material life of souls would be finished. The material world would die out,
there would be no soul that could incarnate into some living creature and
therefore there would exist no living creature. It would be the end of circulation
of all entity. The God would stay in stagnant status, the everlasting circulation of
energies would stop and the spiritual world would lose its energy and power,
and step by step it would die out too. And from this reason the human souls
must be born and die eternally, so that the whole spiritual world could derive
necessary energy from their material lives. In addition to above mentioned facts,
our souls have different spiritual essence than God’s Ghost and they cannot
merge with him.
When the development of a space will be finished (by his destruction), all
living creatures that live in it then merge together also men’s and women’s
souls. Then become global mystical wedding, when firstly merge men’s and
women’s souls into non-sexual souls, and then these non-sexual souls merge
into human part of Central Cosmic Soul (the same apply with souls of other
living creatures, which merge into different parts of Central Cosmic Soul - part
of plants’ souls, part of animals’ souls etc.), and these single parts will merge
together too, into the whole Central Cosmic Soul. And they remain connected in
the spiritual world. But the material world merges too, into giantic material
lump.

After some time there will be great Big Bang and the matter as well as the
Central Cosmic Soul will be divided again. And the development of material
civilizations as well as of human souls begins again.

THE HIGHEST FORM OF SEX
__________
The notion of sex represents for most people the physical act of sexual
intercourse between man and woman, who complete and satiate their sexual
need and mutual desire through this act.
The more perfect their sexual connection is, the higher the spiritual
experience of the partner during the intercourse.
There are several ways with which help it is possible to get the most intensive
spiritual experience of lovers during their sexual intercourse. I would like to get
you acquainted with one of these methods. This method was in its essence most
practiced in Asia, where people have been on a higher spiritual level than in the
western world. This way of sexual intercourse dwells in the fact, that a higher
spiritual experience is reached than at normal sexual intercourse. But only lovers
with a higher degree of spiritual affinity should love like this (especially sisterly
souls, or mystical cousins).
The lovers meet at an isolated place, or in a quiet flat or if the weather is
good, in the woods in the mountains.
Together they remember how they met for the first time. They confess their
love again. They speak about the fact that they were only born to meet and love
each other. They tell each other what they like and love most about each other.
Then, when they are internally focused on their love, another phase comes.
The lovers stand a few meters from each other. Their eyes are almost shut and
they concentrate on the energetic center of their bodies closely under the navel.
They imagine here a light point shining with love.
They both know that the light inside them is the manifestation of their love for
the partner. They imagine this light is increasing and their love is shining more
and more over their entire belly. It is bigger and bigger and gradually lights their
whole bodies.

The lovers approach each other step by step. They are all shining with the
light of love and they feel that their lights want to join. With each step the light
of their love is growing.
They stand facing each other; they reach their hands and touch each other
with their fingertips. When they feel their fingertips touch, the lights of their
love met.
Then the lovers embrace and their lights embrace too. Then the lovers make
love. But each movement must be accompanied by the idea, that their lights
merge.
When the lover penetrates his ladylove, the lights join in their minds and thus
in their souls. And this moment is written forever in their souls.
Sex should be considered a sacred matter and a possibility of spiritual growth,
connected with the deepest possible spiritual experience of both partners. We
should have in our minds that sex is not only an intercourse of our bodies, but
first of all our souls. Only then we can get that, what our subconscious requires a piece of partner’s soul.

PROBLEM OF IDEAL LOVE
__________
The most intensive love two people can have is love between those whose
souls are sisterly. The most intensive exchange of love energy occurs when
sisterly souls making love.
This exchange of energies is so intensive that the lovers exchange a piece of
their soul and can become energetically similar. If they become so similar that
even the layout of elements of soft-matter in their souls would be the same, they
could lose their sexual difference and cease to be each other’s ideal counterpart.
For this reason their love can only last for certain period and only to certain
extent. Otherwise it could become harmful for them to erase the necessary
difference between them.
As sisterly souls exchange through their sexual life big amount of energy,
they become similar to each other and the source of their love is exhausted.
Then they must split and experience another kind of energy then the energy of
mutual love so that this source of energy in their souls could, after an interval,
regenerate and their souls could start longing for mutual energy exchange again.

The more intensive love between people is, the shorter it lasts. You must have
noticed the marriage lasts longest in which partner’s love is harmonic.
Old Chinese medicine said the excessive love leads to disorders in organism.
Just imagine that two people long for each other so much that they would not be
able to sleep, they would become nervous and in the end they would break
down. Their stimulation and stress hormones would be increased and later they
would lead the organism to collapse.
Partners can only live together when they do not love each other with the
highest intensity. Only then they can sleep peacefully, are not nervous and can
keep good health. Too big love can burn man, and only less intensive love keeps
him in harmony. This is one of the main dangers of human love.
In this world it is only possible to love into certain extent. Too big love
exhausts the man and destroys him. It is sad, but true. We all dream about ideal
and maximum love, but how would we end up, if we had to go through it?
Would it not be more harmful than useful?

MEDITATION OF LOVE
__________
We were born from love and we return to love. You should try to develop
your ability to love the surrounding world. And you can try to do so through the
meditation of love.
Meditations of love have many forms and shapes. You can start from a simple
meditation of love and then gradually deepen this meditation.
As an example we can use a man who loved three women in his life. This
man finds a quiet place where he has enough privacy and where he is not
disturbed by anybody. Then he remembers the first of these three women and his
love for her and what they experienced. He keeps these feeling in his mind.
Then he remembers the second of them and her love. Again he preserves these
feelings together with the memories of his first love. Finally he recollects his
love for the third woman and everything they shared.
Then he goes even deeper in his meditation and he imagines his love for all
the three women he loved at the same time. Simultaneously he imagines their
faces vividly.

If the man experiences all his love at the same time he realizes that each of
them is a piece of his own mosaic of love for women. And the final image of
this mosaic is formed only by these three women together.
Later on the man adds to this love all the other loves he has experienced in his
life. Love for his parents, children, siblings, friends, dogs, horses, landscape,
stars, simply all his loves together. This is very demanding and only some
people can manage it. And if so, and if he succeeds in joining all these loves
together in his mind at the same time in one united love, he comes to the idea of
real love and the spiritual connection to its basic and original source.
The deepest experience of this love is even deeper as the man in his mind
joins to all these loves his love for the Universal God (the Universal God
represents all the Gods of all universes united in one God). In addition he must
get insight into all the microspaces in his body and all the macrospaces for
which our universe is only a small cell. And he must be also connected to the
secret and mysterious Alldimension that links all these microspaces and
macrospaces. In other words, he must feel and see the whole Allorganism in the
space-curvature and relativity of time, and he also must embrace this
Allorganism with his love. And in this way to join the Universal God which is
the highest form of all-love.
He who knows everything is connected to the PreCreator. But he who loves
everything is connected to the Universal God.
Everybody can do this meditation of love – a man, a woman, a child, an old
man. All in all everybody who wants to know more about the real love.
To summarize the above mentioned we get the following: in each piece of
anything live or dead there is a light of love to which all the spiritual worlds that
are around us are linked.
First imagine this light of love in a lump of soil, then a rock, then in plants
and animals and in the end in every cell of your body.
Join in your minds the love of plants, fish, insects, people, creatures living in
microspaces and macrospaces, join all these loves in one only and real love.
As this deepest meditation is rather complicated, for most people it is easier to
start with simpler meditations of love. The beginners in this area are
recommended to start with a simpler meditation, for example meditation to trees
in the wood.

Notice that when we go through the forest, we do not perceive single trees.
But when we go slowly and perceive them and when we take each tree for an
individual creature, we get a different and deeper feeling than if we pass them
without interest. And we should also notice particular branches and bark.
Conscious experiencing of certain concrete love, in this case love for the tree,
can be also controlled using brain. Our reason decides for love, but when we
start experiencing it, the brain is oppressed.
The man who wants to get love for a tree should for example listen to some
music about nature and trees in his walkman and so he tunes in to the love for
trees. When he starts feeling his love for trees, he stops at a tree and imagines
inside the tree and inside himself the light of love. And at the same time he
images how his light approaches the tree and how it embraced it. When the
experience is really deep, the tree can feel this love and return it and so a deep
spiritual friendly embrace between the man and tree can occur.
Try to experience a meditation of love. You will be surprised that it really
works and that with its help you will be able to improve yourselves.

THE INFLUENCE OF LOVE TO THE MICROSPACES
AND THE MACROSPACES IN HUMAN BODY
__________
Each our thought and each our feeling are energies that influence the activity
of each cell of our body. In other words our thoughts can influence the existence
of microspaces in us. And as these microspaces are through the curving of
Universe connected to macrospaces, our thoughts and feelings can also
influence them.
The influence of what we feel and how we think on other dimensions and
spaces is mysterious and incredible. And yet it exists.
That is why each our thought must be controlled by those who control totally
everything, it is by the PreCreator and the Universal God.
Each by us experienced love, even if it is deviant, represent specific energy
and does well to some the spaces and badly to others. So if by us experienced
love should supply some positive energy to some microspaces, then it is our
duty to use this love, which is in fact our Fate, to benefit to those who live in the
microworlds inside us.

Thus each our positive idea of love keeps the existence of numerous
microworlds and macroworlds that are and are not inside each of us.

ARTIFICIAL EXPERIENCE OF LOVE
__________
Look at experiencing of love through various technical achievements. It can
be love for a serial hero, it is for a non-existing person. Or love for a holographic
simulation of our lover and so on (this expects us in our future).
Film heroes are usually people without mistakes, and holographic simulations
are done according to the wish of a person, who let programmed them for his
need. Hologram does not have faults like man, it behaves ideally, only does with
your body the sexual practices you long for.
Even if hologram has the advantage that it does not oppose you, it is
impossible to transform the love energy with it, as it is not alive and has no soul.
When a person loves another person they transform together and mutually the
energy of love and it provides great pleasure for them. And when they part it is
painful for both of them and they experience negative energy.
With a hologram you cannot fully transform the energy of love, you only
release it and experience a higher form of masturbation, where instead of
pictures and images of a sexual object you can fully see and feel it. You need
not use masturbation, as it is done by the materialized hologram.
But a man who has sexual intercourse only with holograms, later misses the
normal exchange of love energy with a living creature and hologram never gives
him spiritually the same as other person. Only physically. Holograms only
should be used in cases of emergency when you cannot control your sexual
desire. And do not use it very often not to get used to this unhealthy and
onesided experiencing of energy of love.
There is at least one fact you should know. Some ghosts join the hologram,
for example a spirit of a dead man unites with the hologram during the
intercourse of a woman with it, and loves the woman through it. But the woman
does not know about it and does not transform the natural energy of human love.
(In the same way a ghost can enter an artificial virgin and has intercourse with
him who has sexual intercourse with that virgin. As the case may be, a ghost
may also join an artificial penis and has an intercourse with a woman that is
masturbating with it.)

It is always better for your soul to have a living sexual partner – a real person
with his faults and not fully according to yours ideas. It is mostly better than to
have a programmed computer hologram.

MYSTIC VOW OF LOVE
__________
This vow can be divided into the spiritual mystical vow of love and the
earthly mystical vow of love. The spiritual form of this vow is in fact the
Destiny, with which the souls are acquainted before their born into material
world. Before entering their physical bodies the souls speak together about their
Fate. And look forward to the good, which they are to experience; it is in given
case their mutual love, which they are to experience in their following
incarnations.
In some incarnations these sisterly souls are to experience really happy love
and a valuable life with an ideal partner. These souls look forward to this love
and in a way promise to experience this love together. There are also higher
spirits who guarantee to experience their love, as they give Fates – also loves to particular people. But we are more interested in the earthly mystic vow of
love.
When two people love each other, they are both religious and they both know
at least the basics of spiritual world, they can give themselves this mutual vow
of love, which can thus change their love into eternity.
We should know that all loves that bind together those who loved are such a
small mystic vow of love. And how to make this mystic vow of love?
The lovers reserve a couple of days for each other, go for a trip to the country
and do a simple ceremony. They go somewhere where there are no people, only
quiet and peace. Walk up the hill, pray to God together and ask him in their
prayers to change their love into eternity and to enable their souls to meet in
their future lives to experience fully their mutual love. They call God and
highest angels as witnesses of their love and their mystic vow and ask to be
allowed to experience their happy love in their future incarnations. They want
their love to be never-ending, eternal.

It is important to know that when people make this promise of love, it was
also a part of their Fate.
Mystical vow cannot be unheard. It is a law. Fulfillment of the mystic vow of
love lasts long and can last for more lives of both souls. But if the mystic vow is
done with real love it cannot be unheard.
As everything repeats all the time, the same mystic vow in which lovers
promise eternal love to each other, the vow has been said and fulfilled
innumerably and also will be said and fulfilled innumerably.
A lower form of mystic vow of love can be made with an animal or beautiful
nature a man loves, or with friends whom he likes.
That is why you should love each other and confirm your love with the mystic
vow of love to make it eternal. It would be eternal anyway even without your
vow, but with this it gets more blessing for the next lives of your souls.

HOW TO EXPERIENCE LOVE WITHOUT BORDERS
__________
I dreamed about love. In my life I loved - only platonically - two women. Or
rather their souls. I loved them by great love and I dreamed of them by infinite
desire of eternity.
At first I experienced love to the first of them, the love as great as a space
without borders. When our ways split up, the second of them entered into my
life. Also her I loved by great love.
How I found later with the both female souls I lived in my past lives. With
each of them I experienced part of my youth. I have nice and sad memories to
the both of them. Each of them gave me something and took me something.

With each I experienced something else than with the other. Beside the first one
I was a different man than beside the other one.
The first woman I met to break up with her to could have the other one. When
I had one, I could not have the other. Despite the fact I do love them both.
How could I reach to have them both at the same time, and although with
each of them extra, in spite of it with both of them at the same time, could I
experience the love? In life I live I cannot fulfill this ideal. And I ask myself: „Is
it possible to realize this ideal? Is there the place where our souls can dissolve
into mutual love? Where is no jealousy, no time of separation, only our love,
love without borders?“
I asked the angels about the place and they said with hope and tender smile,
and maybe with tears of emotion in their angels’ eyes: “There is such place. In
paradise garden, where trees are not from wood, nevertheless they are more
beautiful than the earthly ones, where there is never-ending shine of God’s love,
where is no pain, no death, where all shine by blissfulness. Where are no tears
only smile on every face. Where there your soul will come in, with souls of the
both your loves after your death; and where each of them will love you and each
other too. Without jealousy, with love without borders, where you will not wish
to leave your fervid embracing. Do you already know, where is the place of your
dreams and unrealized wishes? In the land of death. In spiritual God’s world, in
your real and true home, in native country of your immortal soul.”

HOW TO LOVE EVERYTHING THROUGH
EVERYTHING
__________
Entire love comes from the only and identical source. Love by that birds love
one another, love that keeps bees in bee-hive and give them common target, love
by that dog loves his master, love of fox to his young ones, love by which the
tree has positive feeling from nice weather and kindly looks up to the Sun. Also
entire love through that all beings are looking forward to that, what they like and
love, is in reality the only and the same love.

For example a wolf howling to Moon remembers subconsciously the God’s
Light and prays by his howling to God without knowing it.

And fish that desires to jump under water level and to reach the Sun that
shines over it, in fact desires to approach the God without knowing it.

God’s Ghost, further then the center of energy of spiritual worlds, a part of the
Alldimension (Alldimension is dimension that connects all the spaces which
exist), the highest and purest spiritual spheres, also a part of energy of Central
Cosmic Soul - that everything together is the original Presource of all-love. And
in this original and basic source that is unpacked and divided to the single parts
(each of them is contained in corresponding being) is all-love as such.

For example a man loving a plant can love by means of this love all the others
because his love for the plant comes from the very same Presource of love as all
his (and not only his) loves – love for parents and friends, for life-partners, for
animals and likewise.
Who loves his dog, the one can love any other being including God by means
of love for his dog. In soul of that dog there is a part of God and also a part of
Presource of love and also a part of any other love, possibly of love of some
woman or man. And in this dog the man can discover also melody that
corresponds not only to the love of the dog, but also to the love of this Presource
of love, also love in any form and shape.

HOW TO FIND THE LOST LOVE AGAIN
__________
Every man desires for love and experiences a big pain when he loses it. Many
people become sardonic after the loss of their love and the consequences of their
disappointment may have lifelong reverberation.
Although the pain from lost love is very cruel one, it is not right to harden one’s
heart due to missing of love for the rest of life and not to love again because of fear
from next disappointment. But just by this way many people solve their
disappointment. After parting with beloved partner they keep away next love and
next relations.
Sad fact is that people that break up with love as such and suppress desire after
it, they lost their ideals and get sentimentally cold. But man that has a great need to
love and to be loved, by this suppressing of this need cause damage for his health.

If a man desiring for love-partner has not anyone, he can transform his need of
love. It must not be the only particular man that can be loved. It is possible to love
God, nature, friends etc. Shortage of love can be replaced for example by purchase
of dog. If we breed dog well and he loves us, we can experience with him many
magnificent moment accompanied by affection, confidence and love. Although dog
is not able to fully replace man but as it is said - anything is better than nothing or
sometimes less is more.

But it is necessary to know, that dog is not for man so necessary and missing
spark of erotic tension and sex appeal, although he brings friendship and certainty
to his master. Soul of dog and man together, it is not the highest degree of
rapprochement of souls. Male human soul requires connection with female human
soul and on the other hand round. The highest form of human love can be
experienced - excluding motherly and God’s love that is more spiritual - only with
human soul of opposite sex. Not with soul of an animal.

But after breaking-up with beloved partner it is offered partial solution of
unsatisfied need of love by increasing of love for God, nature and friends. It is
suitable to go into nature, to do hobbies requiring much time and to ask God in
prayers for finding of new beloved partner.

If cause of pain from lost love is death of partner, it is possible to turn to God
and please him for meeting with dead partner in the next lives of their souls.
Because we know, love never dies. And when it leaves us, it is only for some time
and later it returns to us again.
We must believe to God and love him. He who searches love, once he will find
it. And when he will not find it, love will find him itself.

LOVE AND ITS SHAPES
__________
Love is of various intensities, and has shapes and faces without number.
The higher and more developed creature, the higher is its individuality and its
love is experienced more intensely towards the one individuum of the same kind
and opposite sex, or towards several individual beings. More developed
mammals, for instance the tiger that loves above all its broods and its
companion, experiences more intensive love for them, than for example bees
love each other, or than ants experience it among themselves.
And because the most developed creature on this planet is man, he usually
experiences his love more intensely and more consciously than other creatures animals. Despite the fact that animals are putting into their love the whole their
being, they do not calculate by means of reason, whether it is advantageous for
them to love another animal or not. On the one hand people love more intensely
than animals, on the other hand, however, less intensely just thanks to the fact
that they influence their love by a voice of their reason.

The more is love directed for one object, the stronger it usually is.
We divide love according to its intensity, with which is that love experienced,
and according to the subject that it experiences. And also according to the object
that is by that love loved.
Kinds of love:
1. universal love
1a) universal love experienced in spiritual worlds by the highest beings and
by Universal God:
This love demonstrates the most powerful, strongest and highest form of love
in all spaces that exist, and it is experienced by Universal God and by the purest
spiritual beings. We can hardly give reasons for this love, because it is as pure as
God. And he is created from it. Eternally, for ever and ever, love governs there,
where there is no time, where is no pain and no sorrow of human living.
This love governs in spiritual perfect worlds. This love is not to be found in
the material world, it belongs only to the purest and highest spiritual spheres and
to God.
1b) universal love experienced by material beings in the material world:
Universal love, so-called love for everything, also for the whole Creation, for
all living beings, plants and people, is near the universal love of spiritual world.
He who loves everything, desires to merge with everything. A man that loves
by means of this love, loves all what is living, and he is in a certain sense also
loved by everything living.
This love can be found not only by people, but also by animals. Animals
experience it unconsciously and naturally, but man consciously and as a rule
more intensely than animals.
Although animals experience universal love in a different way than people,
there is still some similarity. Animal that is in good frame of mind and feels
safe, also satiated and healthy, looks kindly and with positive sensations at the
ambient country and creatures that live there, and that animal loves them in its
way.
The soul improves and hones itself by experiencing of love. After death it
comes into the higher and cleaner spheres of the spiritual world.
In case of universal love that is experienced by people, it is very important, to
what degree or how far is their universal love egoistic or unselfish. Jesus Christ
used to say: “Love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your

soul, and with all your mind”, and He also used to say: “Love your neighbour as
yourself.”
Let us firstly clarify the concept “neighbor”. Our neighbor is someone, who is
near us and related with us by his essence, and who has the same origin as we
have. And because the origin of all of us lies in the Central Cosmic Soul,
therefore is our neighbor not only each man, but also each living creature and
each living plant.
Notice that true universal love is love for daytime and nighttime, for living
and death beings, for light and darkness, also love for all that exists.
If a man loves his neighbors, loves through them also God (Father), and also
Mother (Central Cosmic Soul). Who loves God, he also loves all others through
Him, and who loves Central Cosmic Soul, loves through Her also his neighbors,
that is to say also all living creatures.
And now we get again to the concept called universal love. This universal
love of the material world has two main forms:
1b-a) universal unselfish love (non-egoistic):
This form of love is the real universal love - selfless love. This is love, which
is self-sufficient, for this love is sufficient only the love that it has. It requires
nothing else and wants nothing more than do love, and without need to be loved.
He who loves God and all his neighbors in a deeper sense of this word,
without an expectation of love from them, loves them verily divinely. He is
giving without taking, and loves even though he himself is not loved. He loves
all living creatures and plants without regard to the fact, if they love him or not.
1b-b) universal love selfish (egoistic).
In this case we love in such a way, that we make a business with love. We are
in love only with somebody, who loves us too. And we only help somebody,
who gives it back to us and who is willing to help us too.
Among these loves we can find also lover’s love (I will love you only when
you will love me too, and I give a pleasure to you only when you give it to me
too), further love among friends (I help you only when you help me too) that
need not be only between two men, but also between man and animal, for
example dog (I will feed you, fondle and like, but only when you will watch my
house, defend me and be my good companion). Also love for all neighbors that
has a selfish and egoistic character, is abreast of selfish universal love (I like
you, people, but only when you do not want anything from me and when you
like me too).
Love for people that help you and love you too, it is no sacrifice. True art of
love lies in love that loves people who do not love her. Jesus said: “If you love
them which love you, what thanks do you have? For even sinners love those that

love them. And if you do good to them which do good to you, what thanks you
have? For sinners do the same.”
2. love for God
All religions had been talking about love for God and exhorting their devotees
for it. This is love for God’s Ghost, for the highest authority of love in our
space.
For instance, the higher yoga deals with the experience of love for God. The
goal of this love is to reach the state, in which a man thinks about God and loves
Him ceaselessly, in every moment of his life.
Love for God has also different intensities and forms. From a man who
occasionally thinks on God and says to himself, that God is good and that he
likes him, to a man that loves God so to speak by his entire soul, his mind and
with all his heart.
Love for God belongs together with universal love to its highest
manifestations.
3. love for people
3a) love for all people
When a man loves people as such it is still not universal love, because it does
not pertain other living creatures, God and the spiritual world.
There are people who love people. And it is love for people.
3b) love for parents
Love for parents is peculiar to all young ones of animals, and also to children.
Although there are people who love their parents, they may be bad on other
people and can have a negative relation to them. This love applies only for
parents.
3c) love for children
This love applies only to love for children as for own lineal descendants
(above all motherly love, when mother’s body is occupied by two souls, when
one being - mother, gives out from herself all what she has, in order to make
possible for another soul - her child, to get into the world).
Parents love their children, try to take care of them and ensure for them a
good life.

But healthy love for all children is not only love for people (all people grow
up from children), above all, it is love for the spiritual world. There is a strong
charge and energy of the spiritual world in very young children.
3d) lover’s love
During the lover’s love is created one of the strongest space’s energies,
because in this case two opposites try to connect each other into one non-sexual
principle.
Lovers desire to merge together and find the appeasement only in a sexual
connection. Lover’s love is an attempt for entering the original perfect state,
when two souls (male and female) were connected into one soul, non-sexual and
perfect.
Lover’s love is of the highest intensity in the case, when it is experienced by
two sisterly souls.
3d) love for friends
This love has a lower intensity than lover’s love, but it often has longer
duration.
In a certain sense, friends are spiritually more similar to each other than
lovers, and therefore there is no sexual attraction between them. They have
above all a mutual understanding for each other and they help one another.
The proximity of a friend brings a positive feeling, but of non-sexual
character. It’s about a joy with close person, about mutual experiences and
feelings that have not a sexual character.
4. love of delights and pleasures
In a reality it is love for itself. Concrete man loves himself, when he is happy
and wants to afford himself the enjoyments and pleasures. This love has many
shapes. People that experience it try to bring about the situation of a state that
brings them happy emotions and which they love.
One of the most frequent manifestations of this love is love for enjoyments
that are arising from the consummation of meals. Many people overeat
themselves out of all proportion, they consume meals that are of sharp taste and
that are spicy. Some people may offset just by this excessive eating a lack of
positive emotions of love that miss them in their life.
Another form of this love is love for power. People that are subjugated by this
love, have feeling of pleasure, for example when they stand in a high status as
judges or politicians. They like pride themselves on their high status and have

the feeling of positive emotions thanks to the fact, that other people look up to
them with deference and respect. He who once time fell in love with power, he
wants as a rule always greater and greater power, which shows itself by the
negative burden of his soul by negative Karma and by the debasement of
character of concrete person.
Since mankind is mankind, love of money and material wealth exists. People
that love money and property, experience positive and pleasant sensations, when
they have more money than the majority of other people. An undue grab of
wealth is realized at the expense of character and also leads to the burden of soul
by negative Karma.
The next manifestation of love of enjoyments and pleasures, is love of
pleasant and favorite activity, whether it deals with sport, tourism, collector’s
passion and so on. This love has many faces and to it belongs whatever activity
that brings to man who experiences it the positive and nice feelings of love.
There are people that love situations in which they can help other people (love
of doing of good). The consciousness that they made somebody happy and
performed a good deed, brings them positive love emotions.
However, by some people, in the contrary way, the positive sensations of love
could be caused by the fact, that they hurt somebody (love of violence). As an
example we can use a boxer who breaks the nose of his adversary, and he has
the positive emotions from his victory and his fierce and rough power. Perhaps
he knows that his victory will be appreciated by his beloved girl friend. And so
his victory joins the aggressivity to the opponent with the love for that girl.
5. love of animals
This love usually has a lower intensity than love for people, but exceptionally,
if there is a man who was disappointed by people and then fixes himself to an
animal, his love for that animal can be in rare cases of similar high intensity as
love for people.
A sexual intercourse is not carried out in this love, and misses sexual
attraction (if we do not take into account zoophilia that is very infrequent). It is
about friendly love, experienced with an animal.
6. love for itself (self-love)
It is natural, that every man in some way loves himself, whether it is more or
less. Love for itself is the necessary outfit of soul that it brings into its life.

However, by a man, who thinks only about himself and by whom love for
himself overstepped the commonsensical measure (and at the same time he does
not care for other people), this love turns itself into a heavy egoism.
Contrariwise by a man that loves himself too little and who does not like
himself, this state can leads to the health troubles.
Man ought to love himself, ought to like himself, but only to the certain
measure. By healthy and harmonic way. He must not forget love for other
people and other living creatures.
7. love for life
This love is natural to all living creatures and it is deeply coded in each of us.
It fades away only in the case, when the pain of a man is so big, that he is
already weary through his life and does not want to live any further.
Each soul has some stinted work, which it must carry out in its material life (it
is lead by Fate’s powers to that).
However, to perform this stinted chore, it must be alive and therefore love for
life is put into it.
Love for life is in fact love for the positivities of human living, also love for
loves that a man may experience during his life.
To a certain degree, this love manifestates itself by self-preservation, when
man automatically tries to escape the danger that could endanger his life, and in
the case of the jeopardy of his life, acts instinctively.
Of course, instinct of self-preservation and love for life, can rise from the
essence, that concrete man loves his life for the reason that he is convinced, that
all ends in his death and that he will not be allowed to live again after death
(atheists).
8. love for death
It sounds paradoxically, but some people love death. As a rule it deals with
people that are very ill and suffer very much, and that is why the death is for
them a deliverance from the suffering of life.
Any amount of awakened souls that live bad and who know, that after death
and after painful life they will be born again and will live better, love death.
Only the death releases them from the sufferings of life, and therefore such
people love their redeemer. However, in reality they love their own posthumous
happiness, so to speak future love of their another incarnations.

LOVE AND DISEASE
__________
Not only experiencing of love emotions, but also experiencing of all the
emotions as such, it has a big influence to human health. Main organs, which
activity is connected with love-experiencing, are brain, adrenals, kidneys, sex
glands, hypophysis and heart.
It is possible to become ill both from love of excessive intensity and from
love of insufficient intensity.
The whole spiritual world derives energy for its love from its opposition, from
anti-love. By experiencing of antilove and health problems soul gathers up so
much energy to enable it to experience of love in its next incarnations and in
incarnation-periods that it spends in felicity in spiritual worlds. From this reason
diseases and suffering are meaningful and by-product of love.
For example shortage of intensity of love emotions whether primary or
secondary, otherwise inbred or gained emotional coldness can lead to disorders
of heart activity, disorders of metabolism, retardation of adrenal function at
persons with worse constitution of organism. However, illnesses from coldness
are not as frequent as illnesses from excessive love (emotional coldness can be
the cause of a strong health by some people).
Health problems from excessive or insufficient love exist many. Also oftoccurring infarct or variances of blood pressure in the same way as disorders of
immunity are conditioned by variances in intensity of love experiencing.
Insufficient love (insufficient ability to love) is lack of desire for exchange of
love energy with relative souls. Souls of people with insufficient intensity of
love either transform small quantity of love but sometimes for a long time, or
they must experience absence of transformation of love energy. Who does not
neither give out nor ingest love energy, this man keeps a similar value of his
spiritual source of love energy as before his birth. He learns to be without love.
Energy of such soul will be used during global mystic weddings as marginal
connection with stable energy and missing love energy it will absorb from other
souls.
Excessive love (excessive ability to love) leads to restlessness, disorders of
sleep and concentration, to overloading of nerve system by excessive energetic
discharges. It is unhealthy as well as insufficient love, but health problems are
caused in reverse way.

Every man transforms not only part of love energy, but also part of negative
energy what demonstrates itself as healthy problems. Mankind as the whole
transforms all human forms and shapes of love. One man loves oral sex, other
anal sex, somebody loves foot of his partner and so on. Somebody loves stones,
the other sea etc. When we add all these human loves including loves that are
deviant into the one love, it would be love that would loved every part of human
body and human soul.

SEXUAL DEVIATIONS AS A TRANSFORMATION OF
SPECIFIC LOVE ENERGY
__________
In every man there is hidden a small, innocent and harmless piece of all
existing sexual deviations. It means that all sexual deviations are contained in
each of us, but in normal men only to such a small extent, that it does not
significantly show in his life. Sexual deviations are therefore in a small extent
natural and only in a higher degree a real disorder. However, even such disorder
is a natural human quality, if we take into account the spiritual reasons that
cause and accompany it.
Let’s now have a look at such human love, which expresses itself through
various sexual eccentricities and deviations. We should not forget, that love has
many faces and sexual deviations occur by almost 20% of population. Many
psychiatrists and doctors tried to find out the reason of such a high occurrence in
men, but almost without any success.
It is obvious that in the formation of sexual deviations participate in equal part
astrological influences during the birth of the person in question together with
possible genetic defect, which could demonstrate itself through undesirable
divergence in concentration of hormones directly influencing the sexual
orientation. The decisive factor is, however, the Karma of soul, which directly
relates to concrete sexual deviation of the relevant person.
Into the body with damaged male or female principle because of unfavorable
planetary constellation in the time of birth (and therefore with damaged “sexual
genes”) will be quite naturally incarnated a soul, which Karma is in harmony
with relevant physical predisposition and given sexual orientation.
He who had lived in his previous lives as a homosexual or a bisexual, will be
born e.g. with a damaged Venus in Aries (female principle) through the
opposition of Neptune and Saturn in Libra (connected to neutral or adverse

position of Mars towards Venus) and he further inherits relevant bisexual or
homosexual leanings e.g. from his grand-grandfather. Thus Karma of his soul
was the true reason for its entering into such damaged, or, if you like, sexually
oriented body.
Let’s now list the basic sexual deviations and look at them from the point of
view of transformation of specific love energy.
Bisexuality, that is to say sexual proneness towards both sexes. The person
who has sexual intercourse with both sexes is an energetical unit, in which is
connected fulfilled desire for femininity and masculinity and the energy of both
sex principles together. The souls of such people usually are - because of their
bisexuality - mediators at global mystic weddings and enable fusion of
individual sexless souls.
Exhibitionism, that is to say gratification of sexual drive by exposing himself
in front of others. This deviation transforms the sexual energy of shocking
surficial contact with other people. The said person exposes himself and others
are excited either positively or negatively. The exhibitionist shows other his
genitals, they are looking at it and subconsciously swap with him certain
surficial sexual energy.
Fetishism, that is to say arousal by item (object) that is in some connection to
person attracting the fetishist. At higher grade of fetishism is the fetishist
aroused only by the fetish, e.g. the piece of clothing that the relevant person
wore, and not the real person. It is about the link to the object with torn link to
the person that used it.
The said person left in this item its vibrations and the so called energetic
imprint, and the fetishist connects himself to this imprint and to the vibrations
and spiritual entities, existing in the material of this item. For example during
masturbation with medieval daggers and sabers links the fetishist himself to
human Fates of that time and to the crimes, which were committed with these
weapons. The fetishist is a “master” of all these people, he survived all of them.
They are dead and he lives and holds their things in his hands. He owns them,
and that is what titillates him. Sometimes is reason for fetishism with antique
items a subconscious remembrance of the fetishist’s soul on the old times, when
his soul lived with such items in its past lives.
Associating of love for people with love for objects, it is a form of
transformation of love energy, which has for the spiritual world the same
meaning, as everything else.
Gerontophilia, that is to say erotic arousal by old people up to intercourse
with them.

The sexual charge in old people already went out, but they preserve sexual
energy gained in young years, even if they are not capable of actively live
through it again. Gerontophilia belongs to age related sexual deviations, which
are many - beginning with the longing for intercourse with not yet born babies
(the soul is connected with embryo only partially, but it can still perceive, what
happens with the embryo, and moreover it is connected with its mother). In this
case wants the said deviant be connected to the embryo, but he links
subconsciously (unknowingly) also to its mother and spiritual world, which the
embryo’s soul is connected to.
At every age man lives through another part of his soul and transformation of
love (or encounter with positive or negative sexual experience) at relevant age is
in direct relation to the transformation of energy from the relevant part of the
soul, which - simply speaking - governs the age in question. Everything must be
connected to everything: youth and old age, depravity and innocence. And
extremes in age-related sexual orientation help to maintain this wholeness.
Homosexuality, that is to say affection towards the homogenous sex.
Homosexual tendencies in men originate either from the fact, that into their
bodies incarnated woman soul, or that their soul experienced a homosexual love
in its past lives and from this reason those homosexual leanings survived. The
same holds good for lesbian love in women, where into woman’s body
incarnates a male’s soul or, if her soul is female, in her past lives she
experienced love towards woman and this leaning survived.
For connecting of opposite sex principles, four kinds of love energy
transformation are important: connection of two opposite sexes; individuals
having sexual intercourse with both sexes (bisexuals); lesbian love between
women and homosexual love between men. A natural sexual intercourse
between opposite sexes as a main exchange of love energy must prevail by most
people, but this energy has to be complemented with bisexual, homosexual and
lesbian love energy.
During mass mystic weddings will merge a great number of souls. First will
merge men’s souls with women’s souls into sexless souls, and then they will
also merge with other sexless souls. It means that male principle will merge with
male principle, which is partly present in other sexless souls too, equally female
principle in them will merge with female principle, which is partly present in
other sexless souls as well. For this reason exist bisexuals, lesbians and
homosexuals, who transform in themselves various variable sexual
transformations of love energy, so as to their souls enabled mass mystic
weddings and improved their quality.
Incest, that is to say sexual intercourse with relatives. Relate souls with
common sexual Karma may sometimes be born into same family. This
transformation leans not only on spiritual similarity, but also on physical

similarity. Both related matter and related souls connect each other for special
form of love energy experience.
Intercourse with ghosts, that is with ghosts of dead people. Mainly it is
either sexual intercourse with a ghost of a woman having intercourse with men,
or with a ghost of a man having intercourse with women. It is possible also
intercourse with ghosts of dead deviant persons.
There are ghosts that materialize and sexually molest people. Sometimes
serves intercourse with such ghosts for certain people as a substitute for normal
sexual life. The transformation of sexual energy between a man and a ghost is
nonetheless not full-value. Ghost experiences the sexual intercourse at a low
level, whereas man at a high level. Ghost absorbs by way of the sexual
intercourse energy from the person in question, but he passes on only very little
of it.
There is a big difference between masturbation and intercourse with ghosts.
During masturbation has man fantasies about an intercourse with another
person, but during an intercourse with a ghost releases such man love energy
towards the ghost he has the intercourse with.
Ghosts must sometimes convey human love energy into the world of the dead
and people must sometimes convey love energy from the world of the death into
the world of the living.
Kandaulism, that is a person who shows his or her naked partner to other
people and reaches in this way arousal. Such person provides a part of himself through his or her partner - to eyes and souls of other people. Shares his/her
partner with them. Kandaulist transforms through his partner the surficial love
energy. The sight at his naked partner arouses other people and triggers in them
an emotional energy wave, which kandaulist swaps with them.
Masochism, that is getting sexual arousal through torturing from another
person or himself.
At the time when the soul lived in past times e.g. as a slave, it - to a certain
extent - got used to this way of life and in time it began to miss it. That is why
such people long for living through this role again and realize this need perhaps
by visiting an erotic club, where they can enact this role again. Masochism is together with sadism - transformation of such love energy, which joints pain
with pleasure, that is two main emotional contradictions, both at the same
moment.
Mysophilia, that is arousal by repulsive objects, e.g. urin and excrements.
This sexual deviation leans on the fact, that excrements symbolize the most
loathsome thing that comes out from people. They also symbolize our biggest

weaknesses and hidden faults and failures. A man afflicted by this deviation
desires for the most loathsome within us.
We all are worthy of love. Everything within us may be understood and loved
- even things we hide from others. And the very mysophilia means to be
attracted to the darkest, what is in us.
Who is capable of loving so deeply, that loves even the most hideous, and
whom the very thing we detest in ourselves attracts? Just the person, who lives
through mysophilia.
Narcism, that is to say erotic self-love. Derived from Narcis, who fell in love
with his picture on a water surface and grieved to death. To be able to fall in
love with himself, he had to look at himself with his other half’s eyes, with eyes
of his sisterly soul, that is with eyes of the opposite sex; to separate himself from
others and become a stand-alone unit of - from within and into flowing - love
energy, the unconditional erotic self-love; to reinforce in himself one’s own love
potential and multiply it without losing it and without exchange it with other
people.
Necrophilia, that is to say erotic arousal by corpses up to sexual intercourse
with them. Immediately after death the soul leaves the body, but the spirit stays
on for some time - and it perceives, what happens about body. Even if there is
no spirit in the body, if it is not yet decomposed, it is possible that another spirit
connects to it. The necrophilist desires to own the person (or his/her body, as the
case may be), to do with it, what he likes, and the dead person cannot defend
himself/herself and cannot anywhere complain about the abuse. Necrophilia is in
fact a transformation of sexual love to the spirit, who dwells in a body without a
soul.
Pedophilia, that is to say erotic and sexual relationship to children, possibly
even sexual intercourse with them.
Children had not yet developed libido and are in this respect ingenuous.
Gender - be it male or female - usually means one-sidedness. It both radiates and
receives its specific gender love energy, whilst in children is this vapid - the
energy has not been so far “awakened”. They are innocent and not spoiled by
life. It is known that children have certain sentiment that peters out by reaching
adult age, because children receive more energy from spiritual world than
adults, especially if they are very young. Pedophile subconsciously desires to be
connected to this energy, which does not have a distinct sexual charge, and to
embrace with it the whole spiritual world. He wants to gain from other person’s
soul - from child - what is pure and unspoiled; to link himself through this child
to love in spiritual world, to love that is without sexual charge, to love without
lust and badness of adults; to take from the child what was left after its arrival
from spiritual world and absorb its non-sexuality and innocence; to give him/her

the charge of sexual energy of awakened (adult) sexual potency and prematurely
pass on him/her lustfulness and badness. But there is still one more reason there are souls, who die at young age without awakening of libido in their
physical lives. And there must be other souls, who try to transform with them
the love sexual energy. By mass mystic weddings will souls, which lived as
pedophiles, function as a connecting link between souls, which died as children,
and other souls.
Pluralism, that is to say multiple gratifying of several couples concurrently.
This deviation in fact transforms in a great extent love energy and spiritual
affinity of more souls together. By mass mystic weddings is also connected
great number of souls together, and all these souls must have desire for a mass
merger and sufficient amount of common love energy. They obtain this
prerequisite energy by physical multiple intercourses and at the same time flows
sexual energy not only between individual cohabitating pairs, but also among all
participating pairs together. Pluralism is consequently a sort of reviving of
common love energy and spiritual affinity of greater numbers of souls - and is
one of arrangements for mass mystic weddings.
Potamophilia, that is to say sexual arousal by another than natural object,
which has no direct connectedness to another people. For example woman’s
orgasm while touching water surface in a river (erotic love towards river etc.).
As it is known, everything is connected to everything and belongs to
everything. Everything is related to everything and individual parts of Central
Cosmic Soul, in this particular case spirits of water elements and creatures, are
distant relatives of people and so must have a certain amount of common energy
too. They pass on the positive part of this energy as a various forms of love. And
so it happens, that somebody is sexually attracted by something, that is
seemingly not in any connection to people - water, plants, stones, stars etc. Souls
of the people, who experience this “inhuman” love energy, will serve at mass
mystic weddings as energetic connections by mergers of different, diverse parts
of Central Cosmic Soul, e.g. human part with part made up of stone’s souls etc.
Sadism, that is to say reaching of sexual arousal by tormenting somebody
else. In extreme cases we encounter a torture to death or murder of the victim.
Sadist joins in himself his sexual pleasure with someone else’s pain, and his
victim joins in himself his pain with sadist’s pleasure. Sadist experiences onesided energy, and his victim also, but with an opposite tuning.
Sadomasochism, that is to say sexual arousal caused by both feel suffering
and causing it to somebody else. We encounter sadomasochism more frequently,
than pure sadism or masochism.

Sadomasochistic leanings betray a special state of soul, a strange personality
disharmony of such a person and his/her changeable and inconsistent inner
attitudes towards good and evil. In some cases can such peculiar attitudes
towards good and evil cause a development of a special sense for understanding
of contradictions - it is known, that many holy men flagellated themselves.
During sadomasochistic practices it is possible to connect and experience
contradictory energies and attain the neutral and in some sense all-embracive
feeling between them.
Our whole life is based on joy and disappointment, luck and bad luck,
pleasure and pain. Sadomasochism connect in itself pain and pleasure, that is
both of these contradictions at the same time into intensive transformation of
love energy, but equally also the energy from suffering. Sadomasochist is at the
same time happy and unhappy, he experiences pleasure and pain. And this is a
valuable transformation of love energy, or - as the case may be - of love and nolove simultaneously.
Sadomasochism, if experienced in a reasonable measure, may positively
influence human love. A slight and widespread form of sadomasochism is the so
called spanking. Here we do not encounter any bigger sexual deviation, but
rather a pleasant variegating and enriching of sexual experience. It is known that
on buttocks there are erotogenous zones. Spanking with cane or rod - very
careful, of course - combined with mutual caress may stimulate these zones (it
deals with stimulation of Back central route) and end up in higher sexual arousal
and subsequent more intensive sexual pleasure by intercourse. It is interesting,
that in Middle Ages was buttock’s caning used as a remedy by infertility in
women.
A certain amount of violence apparently belongs to sex, as we may see in
animal kingdom. For example, lion bites by mating the lioness to the neck,
sometimes painfully. If sex were experienced only with tenderness and without a
certain minimal amount of violence, it would not provide for some people that,
what they subconsciously expect.
Transvestism, that is erotic arousal from cross-dressing, also a desire to
assume the role of the opposite sex. It is a desire to transform opposite sexual
charge than physically given.
Physical body experiences only one sex, but mind experiences opposite sex.
The physical vibrations are for example masculine, but the transvestite
experiences feminity. Mind conversely tuned to physical body transforms a
special form of binding and repelling of energy of two sex principles in one
soul.
Voyeurism, that is gratifying by the observation of coitus and generally
situations, where people want to be alone and in private. The voyeur cognizes
people in situations, where they act (including sex) without inhibitions and he

subconsciously takes from them some energy. He penetrates with his thoughts
into these people and they open to him, without pose and cover-up. This
deviation transforms sucking of a small amount of revealed and unprotected
intimate or sexual energy from other people and storing such energy in voyeur’s
soul.
Zoophilia, that is sexual and erotic affection towards animals. It is similar to
potamophilia. It is also about the transformation of love energy with souls from
other parts of the Central Cosmic Soul than human. In given case it is an
acquisition of common sexual love energy between human and animal souls.
The conclusion is, that the majority of sexual deviations serve to
transformation of specific love energy and to preserving of spiritual affinity
among different souls and different, dissimilar parts of the Central Cosmic Soul.
For above-mentioned reasons we should show understanding for people with
different sexual orientation than we have and we should not occlude ourselves
from them. It is basically not their fault and it is possible, that just their different
sexual orientation enables them to experience what other people cannot.
All sexual deviations are in fact no deviations, because they transform
specific love energy, which is needed for the spiritual world. From our human
point of view are sexual deviations real deviations, but from the spiritual
perspective it is a perfectly natural and even necessary phenomenon.
Consequently we should have understanding for all sexual deviations. Our
human aspect may to a certain extent disapprove them, but our spiritual side will
- if we really try - understand and comprehend them.

ANOTHER EXTREMES OF LOVE
__________
Let us speak about several another extremes, which are an excessive
promiscuity, virginity, classical and anal sex, and reversed configuration of the
elements of masculinity and femininity by partners of opposite gender.
Promiscuity is a necessity for exchanging sexual love energy with large
number of people-souls. A man that had thousands of sexual partners, hands
over through himself the energy of their souls to others. Souls of these
promiscuous people will function as suppliers of love energy and spiritual
affinity at global mystical weddings. Such people maintain the affinity of
thousands of souls. And their promiscuity is thus from this reason their Fate, and
they are not to blame for that.

Virginity is the reverse of promiscuity. Who is a virgin, does not exchange
love energy by sexual intercourse with other souls, and he is in a certain sense
temporarily separated from them.
Some virgins are predestined for attainment of a big consecration, or for a
strange lifework, but majority of virgins must experience such love energy that
longs for the merge, which misses. Sometimes, by virgins, the lack of natural
love energy can turn into a stronger love for nature, for God, or into a deeper
friendly relationship to other people and animals.
Classical coitus is a natural transformation of love energy. Primary middle
trajectory (Tu-mo), main energetic center of human body, is joined with
genitals. And genitals are joined with front nether part of soul. It mediates
intensive, main and natural exchange of love energy with sexual partner.
Majority of loves is subjected to this most frequent and most natural sexual
joint, that is to say an interest of physical love of partners on their sexual organs.
Anal sex consists in a stimulation of second main energetic center of
organism, Back middle trajectory (Zen-mo). This trajectory is joined with a back
nether part of human soul and with anal orifice. Two souls can also through the
anal sexual intercourse partly hand over mutual love energy, even if not in such
a degree like through the classical (natural) sex.
An reverse structure of maleness and of femaleness by both partners of
opposite gender, leading to the replacement of male and female role in their
mutual life, with a conservation of normal heterosexual relation between them.
When a woman behaves like a man and if she is superior to man, and when at
the same time a man is submissive and timorous and subaltern to woman, in
ordinary life their relation experiences the swap of male and female role.
However, in a sexual life, their roles are normal and without a damage to sexual
orientation.
In the Nature, males are mostly superior to females. Only in mating period of
time, the status of females increases and males are at that time either on the
same or on a lower degree of social hierarchy. By some animals are females
superior to males, and they have stronger and bigger body (for example some
spiders). However, these are only exceptions, which affirm, that man is stronger
than woman and dominates her.
Because in every opposite there is a bit of its opposite, femaleness must be in
maleness, and maleness must be in femaleness. In each opposite the bit of its
opposite is contained in a given concrete quantity. Everywhere, where there are

living creatures, there must be a certain - although small - quantity of
individuals, who have features of opposite gender. Where females are rough and
strong, and males are weak and submissive. And that simultaneously with the
conservation of their normal heterosexual orientation.
So this extreme transforms a natural and normal love energy, that is a
salubrious experience Yin and Yang in a sexual sphere, with upside-down
experience of Yin and Yang in an unsexual sphere.

THROUGH HATE TO LOVE
__________
As we know, in each love there is a piece of hate and in each hate there is a
piece of love. A certain piece of love is also in every bad behavior, to which lead
the hate that contained this piece of love.
If we observe two dogs that fight for leading position, it may seem, that these
dogs are bad and that they want to fight with each other only in order to vent
their mutual aggression on one another. However, for all that, their aggressive
behavior is motivated by desire for love, that is by love. Both these dogs want to
win the leading position possibly in order to get the gain to be as the first who is
caressed by his master and who win his favor. In a pack of wolves, for change, a
wolf wants to win the leading position in order to be allowed to choose a
suitable bitch-wolf as the first of all the wolves, and experience love with her.
Love is beyond everything, that is in this case beyond this seemingly witless
fight of two dogs or wolves. The same apply for everything else.
An example:
John and Walter hate each other - but attention - John and Walter also love
each other and do not know about it!

1. Walter loves his cousin Laura
2. Laura loves her brother Jack
3. Jack loves his girl-friend Shenandoah
4. Shenandoah loves her father Mike
5. Mike loves his nephew Adrian
6. Adrian loves his teacher Charles
7. Charles loves his son John.
8. And, finally, John hates Walter.
The truth is, that John and Walter hate each other, but at the same time they
love each other through Laura, Jack, Shenandoah, Mike, Adrian and Charles
without knowing it! Everybody loves everybody - but often subconsciously!
Let us see several another examples of hate and let us tell ourselves, in what
way is negative hate energy allowed to do good about love. A teaching about a
balance of contrapositive energies, which operate in the Allorganism, it offers an
explanation of this fact, as well as of everything else.
Hate for itself: Thanks to the fact, that somebody experiences negative hate
energy for himself, somebody other, opposite of this person, transforms contrary
(positive) energy and loves himself. In addition to this fact, when soul lives in
bliss in the spiritual worlds, it is self-satisfied and in a certain sense of this word
it loves itself. And one from the reasons of its incarnation on the Earth may be
just the reason, that it is to experience the opposite of this state, that is hate for
itself and self-unsatisfactoriness.

Hate for parents: Thanks to the fact, that somebody experiences negative
hate energy for parents, somebody other, opposite of this person, transforms
contrary (positive) energy and loves his parents.
Hate for children: Thanks to the fact, that somebody experiences negative
hate energy for his children, opposite of this person, transforms contrary energy,
positive, and loves his children.
Hate (envy) for healthy people: Thanks to the fact, that somebody
experiences negative hate energy for healthy people and envy them, opposite of
this person, transforms contrary energy, positive, and likes other healthy people
and wish to them their health.
Hate for a friend: Thanks to the fact, that somebody experiences negative
hate energy for his friend, opposite of this person, transforms contrary energy,
positive, and loves his friend.
Hate for God: Thanks to the fact, that somebody experiences negative hate
energy for God, opposite of this person, transforms contrary energy, positive,
and loves God.
Besides it, all souls do love God so much, that they must now and then have
rest from this love and therefore, in some of their material lives, they must
unlove God, respectively for some time hate Him.
When souls hand over a big quantity of positive love energy, they may for a
certain length of time fall in a mutual displeasure up to hate, and their spiritual
source of love energy regenerates thanks to it. When these souls get rest from
experience of love, they will again be allowed to pretty and tenderly love each
other, as though no hate were in their material lives among them.
As an example let us take a couple of lovers who have quarrel with each
other. And then thanks to their short-term hate, they can love each other again,
when their quarrel finished and the time of reconciliation comes. They rested by
hate from mutual love and by the rest they picked up their strength to intensely
love each other again.
The truth is, that hate is bad and evil. But believe it or not, hate, after all, is
lastly beneficial for love, although by a circuitous way.
It sounds paradoxically, but Jesus said two contrapositive things:

“Love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with
all your mind. Love your neighbour as yourself.”
“If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and
children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my
disciple.”
We often can get to love just through the hate. We ought to experience both
these contradictions. They both are perfectly joined together and depended on
one another.

BOOK OF CURIOUS LAW
(described by order of certain spiritual being)

__________
I saw a book in which the curious law was written. It had thousand pages and
in it were all important paragraphs by which human life is controlled. I was
astounded when I began to read chapters about love.
The first paragraph sounded: “Sometimes and somewhere there will be so
little love as well as in the year when falls no drop of rain from the sky. Men and
women will love one another and it will make them very gratify and aching.
Every human love must end in early breaking-up or in death. After death the
souls will return to the Earth and they will love each other again, until loveforce will keep them and until their hearts will not bleed to death by sorrow.”
The second paragraph added: “Who loves too much, he falls down – as the
excessive heat of the Sun sears the harvest. Too big love burns in itself and
exchange into ash.”
The third paragraph finished explaining: “I permit only reasonable and
harmonic love, love to certain rate; because who breaks law and loves more,
does not flee from punishment.”
The fourth paragraph passes a judgment: “When two sisterly souls will love
each other by love without borders, unhappiness must enter between them.”
The law that I read in that book was inexorable and had a seal of the Devil.
His face jeered from title page and his reaching-out hand wanted to grasp every
human happiness and to exchange it into ash by its devilish fire.

But I read in this book of curious law also several light lines. They were
written by shining writing and every word had the shine of pearls. That the
angels spoke about love and about it, that he who loves, once he will wait to see
that love. These light lines were at the end of the book and their seal was shining
and face of God looked at me through it.
Then I found myself there, where I came to the book of curious law from, in
this world full of suffering. But I do often remember several last pages of the
book that had God’s seal and spoke about love without borders and about desire
that will fulfill itself in the embrace of that, whom we love most.

RETURN MY SECOND HALF TO ME!
__________
Even if we would live in the best way, it is possible to say, that we are always
accompanied by a subconscious feeling, that we are missing something. And
that holds true even in such a case, when we have seemingly all. And the thing
we miss is our second half, and that even in case we have it.
Although the moments of sex are of enormous intensity between sisterly
souls, nevertheless, their material bodies disable them to fully join each other
and merge together. What we miss inside us is impossible to find in this world,
because even the biggest human love means only to come nearer the heavenly
love.
In spite of this fact a human love has a definite kind of love energy, which is
impossible to experience in the spiritual world, though there is love in its general
sum of course much bigger than in our Earth.
Simply said, we were non-sexual a long time ago, and we miss our second
half in order to be able to merge with it and return ourselves into the non-sexual
state. And our bodies make it impossible for us.
The sexuality and sexual desire can really deeply exhaust the man and he will
find the rest only when he loses his sexuality through the mystical wedding - and
when he fully wins his lost second half again.

WISDOM OF LOVE
__________
• It is a fact, that there is no living creature that has not the need of love. Every
living organism wants to love and to be loved. Some individuals can suppress
this need of love in them, but, for all that, they realize this need to a bigger or
lower degree, at least from time to time. Each of us desires at the bottom of his
heart to embrace and to be embraced.
• As we already know well, inside each man there are many people and either
of them wants something quite a different that the other. In other words, each
“piece” of our soul longs for somebody else.
Although the biggest “piece” is usually that, which desires for sisterly soul,
however, it itself represents only the part of our soul’s desires. Another desires
and loves are big too.
If we would only have our sisterly soul, believe or not, it would not be
sufficient for our soul, since it longs for many other souls, landscapes, people,
animals, plants, spiritual spheres and so on.
There is the only way to satisfy entire our soul, that is all its components, the
every of which desires after somebody and something else than the other. The
way is the only one: To have everything at the same moment. It is not
possible to be realized on the Earth. It is only possible to realize it in the heaven.
There are spiritual spheres where our soul can find itself at extraordinary
circumstances. It is everywhere, where there desires to be, with all those
whom it loves.
• I have longed for a walk into the forest that does not exist.
I have known many forests. Either of them was beauty somehow and in a
specific way. And it had just the beauties, which the other forests had not.
Finally I found out that I desire to be in such a forest that would include all the
beauties of all the forests in it. Then I realized that such a forest does not exist.
Then I have longed for a woman that does not exist - after such a woman that
would have all the qualities of all the women, which I ever loved. Then I
realized, that there is no such a woman.
So I have desired to have a dog that does not exist. After such a dog that
would include all the dogs I loved in him.
I took a deep thinking and then asked myself: Where am I allowed to be in the
ideal forest with ideal woman and ideal dog?
Than I answered myself: During mystical blend I will have everything at the
same time, that is the ideal forest, ideal woman and ideal dog. But I will also
have all other. I will also cease to be I, since I will merge with all others, even

though with all these forests, women and dogs. So I will have them and have not
them at the same time.
When I will be I again, in a material body, then I will have the ideal forest
divided into more forests and will go into the each of them separately. Also the
ideal woman will be diffused into more women and I will go with each of them
separately. Even the ideal dog will be divided into more dogs and I will live with
each of them during a different part of my life. And because there are many
people in me and each of them wants something quite a different the others, I
will also have divided myself into more personalities. I will live through each of
them in a different forest, beside different woman and with different dog…
…however, there are spheres in the spiritual world, where there are true
beauties of Nature (their shady and imperfect picture are earthly beauties of
Nature). There it is possible to live through the walk in the ideal forest. In such a
sphere there are all forests. Because that sphere is four- or more dimensional, it
is possible to go for a walk into more forests at the same moment. These forests
are both merged with each other and separated at the same time.
That is why I am looking forward awfully for my death, when I will be finally
allowed to go along the heavenly road that will lead through all the forests that I
ever loved.
• In every man there are dispositions for hate and envy, which display most,
when man does not have that, what have the other. If two people meet each
other (above all, if they are incompatible energetically) and one of them is rich
and the other poor, above all if one of them is sick and the other is healthy, the
mechanism of hate and envy starts to run automatically (this is valid for most
cases, some exceptions can occur, though).
Be sure, it is easy to do not envy the others, when you are well. But almost
everybody of those who are well would begin to envy the others and hate them,
if he himself fall ill and get poor.
• A man needs to join female energy, which he lacks. And if this lack is really
large, it can happen, that a man has coitus with a woman, which would not
appeal to him in a normal circumstances (if he would not suffer by the lack of
female energy) and who would seem to him rather ugly and with whom he
would not desire to have a coitus.
It is similar with a woman that longs for male energy and if she has the lack
of it, she is able to have a coitus with a man, with whom she would not sleep in
normal circumstances and whom she would not want to have in the bed beside
her.
• There are two moments of the biggest happiness, love and well-being in
human life. And these are just the moments, when life joins life, and together

beget another life. At that time, when two amorous people join themselves to
make it possible the birth of another life. And this is lover’s love and motherly
love. A few moments, where two people love each other. When a woman gives
birth to a new baby that she will love and it will love her. And when the child
grows up - similarly to its parents - it meets its vital love and it gives birth to a
new baby too. And just thanks to this positive of human life can exist the
moments, when loveful and joyful mother rejoices her children and they love
her.
• Every love is the right one, every is important. Each is a crock of love mosaic
and it is known, that if we want to piece the crock together into its final and
covetable shape, not a single one piece can be missing, also not a single one
love, although for us seemingly unimportant.
• In faithfulness there is a bit of unfaithfulness and in unfaithfulness there is a
bit of faithfulness. We leave one love in order to be allowed to meet and
experience another. And we leave the one to be allowed to be faithful to the
second.
• All spiritual beings want to love eternally and also want to eternally gain the
energy for this their eternal love. And where does the energy come from, we
already know well - from love and unlove.
• Who can fully understand and share all the inside wishes of the other person?
In practice nobody. Who can tune himself on the same wave as his counterpart?
Hardly anybody. Therefore the big favor of Fate is to find a valuable and as
much as possible suitable life-partner.
• If we would direct our love only by reason, then it would not be love any
more.
• The biggest love is, if we do not consider the love for God, so called “love
beyond the grave”.
Often it will happen in lives of human souls, that two affinity souls live
together as lovers in all their material lives. If at least one of them is
“awakened”, that is to say if it knows its past lives, also knows, that it meets the
soul of the other in each its material life to experience love energy with it. Then
such an awakened soul loves this its affinity soul by love of many lives. The
soul remembers the beautiful moments that it spent with the other soul in its past
lives and knows, that they will meet each other in their future lives, they will
again love each other and it is looking forward for their future love already now.
And this is love beyond the grave.

• Everything is attracting and loving itself at the same time.
• There is a promise of love hidden behind each tragedy as well as the promise
of a new day hides in the ending night.
• The currents of the softest, sweetest and most beautiful energy that is called
love, we will mutually exchange with the one, whom we love the best.
• Sexual desire is the biggest blessing and at the same time the biggest curse of
the whole mankind.
• Life has value for a man only at the time, if an experience of any love is
expecting him. If not, he has no reason to live further.
• When a man looks forward to some love, he is globally in a positive tune, his
aura is brighter, and he experiences that love on which he looks forward already
before he really experiences it.
• Love is the stronger the bigger is danger that the respective man could lose it.
• Both man that so to speak “goes to sleep over his successes” and love, cools
down and looses itself from such people, for whom it becomed commonplace,
and who need not for its preservation overcome any troubles.
• Love has a value for a man only at that moment, when he experiences it, or
when he is looking forward to experience it. When love vanishes, only
memories and pain remain.

• Human nature requires to experience love with somebody. If it is not a man,
it must be an animal at least. Only an extremely solitary person, a narcist or a
man that has an ability to experience the unegoistic form of universal love, is
able to experience his love relatively alone.

• Suffering has power to totally abolish love, and love has power to totally
abolish suffering.
• There is no evil that could stop love, and there is no death that could take
away from life its power. In the same way there is no crying that would not be
balanced by happy laughing, and there is no hunger that would not disappear
after a filling food. And every suffering will be one day changed into a delight
that will be the bigger, the bigger that suffering was.
• Everybody hides something inside him, what wants to quarrel with beloved
partner and experience a moment of fear from a split - and then thanks to it
bigger love by reconciliation. Well, as we all know well, just the breakups are
the condition for new meetings and we must part in order to be able to recognize
and experience, how it is to be without our love-partner. To be sure, we all feel
somewhere inside us, that both in a rendezvous and in the split there is a very
strong energetic charge.
• He who wants to know all loves, he must be all. He must put himself in the
place of others. It means that he must in the meditations put himself in the place
of many people (of the same as well as of the opposite gender), and also into a
lot of animals and plants. He must also discover and again experience the
memories about love that governs in the spiritual worlds. When a man gathers in
him so to speak a piece of every love, only then he can fully recognize and
experience love in the deepest sense of this word. However, notice, that human
body is not able to experience all love, it is only able to feel its all-essence to a
degree.
• The best thing for a man is, when he never fully understands the womanhood
of his woman and when he does not understand her thinking and feeling;
because when he would recognize her womanhood, he would put himself in the
place of her and accept her feelings, also experience them inside him. But
thereby he would begin to develop the feminity in him, and it would be in the
contradiction with his male constitution. Furthermore, when a man fully put
himself in the place of a woman, he stops his desire for her to a certain measure,
because he fully recognizes her. And he also begins to see the world by her eyes
and he begins to be attracted by men.
The same applies in reverse. Woman also should not experience the manhood
in her by putting herself in the place of man. Also she would begin to see the
world with his eyes and she would begin to be attracted by women.
Only when man remains to be such a man, for whom is a woman’s feeling
still an unsolved riddle, and only when woman remains to be such a woman, for
whom the male’s perceiving and feeling still are a “great unknown”, only then

the relation between them can remain healthy. Let us remember, that only
mutual constitutional difference makes possible between them to burn with the
true love and only thanks to it exists between them so strong erotic attraction. If
men and women would try to recognize themselves quintessentially, it would be
the end of their human love.

• There is a predestined moment for all, thus for love too.
• When five souls love each other and belong one to another, they must
commonly meet in their material lives. First of them comes, experiences its
piece of love, and then it must go away in order that after it those remaining four
souls could come. Always is the one love dying, so that the others could be born.
• Sex is a foreshadowing of a birth, and that is the foreshadowing of life. And
life, it is good and evil, as well as the sex, from which it origined.
• God perceives a future love of instantaneously disappointed souls, which
they will experience in their future lives. And he is experiencing their future
love already now.
• If we suffer, we should take into account, that we just experience that, what
enables us to enjoy one day all the pleasures and beauty of love. Only by
suffering we win the energy that makes possible for us to love and be loved in
our future. And also thanks to it, that we instantaneously suffer, for example just
because of unlucky love, somebody other may have that love and may
experience it instead of us, because unhappiness of the one is happiness of the
other, as well as unlove of the one is love of the other.
• There is a reality not much spoken and written about. And it is a physical
smell. It is one of the most important factors of an erotic attraction among
people. A frequent reason for sexual displeasure of love-partners is the impurity

of sexual organs and buttocks of one of them. Above all girls should have their
sexual organs and buttocks clean in order that its impurity and unpleasant smell
would not cause disgust at their partner. Strict personal hygiene would be
accepted both for men and for women. Though it is true, that excessive intimate
hygiene may also cause some harm, because a certain minimum of natural smell
is by many people the necessary condition for reaching a sexual thrill,
nevertheless the lack of intimate hygiene may be one of the causes of their
parting.
• If a man wants to discover the truth about love, he must stop to be man or
woman.
• Plants, animals and insect have mystical sisters and cousins as well as people.
Relationship among them is subordinated to the same Law as well as by people.
• What a pity that we cannot give to somebody, whom we love, more than the
only small piece of our soul that belongs to him.
• When we experience love for somebody with one part of our soul, its other
part desires for somebody else at the moment.
• Excessive self-love is a very bad malefaction. Who loves himself, he absorbs
the good, and the evil slips down over him and falls down on the other.
• Man who accepts no female energy he must produce it himself and becomes
pantywaist. And woman that accepts no male energy also have to produce it
herself and develops maleness in her.
• Motherly love is the only real human love. Other loves give and want to
take, above all, motherly love is giving. It loves her children even though
they would not love her. And therefore motherly love is more truehearted
than lover’s love.
• Only there, where the higher spiritual affinity of partners joins the favor of
Fate and sufficient intimate hygiene, both partners may burn with intensive
mutual love.
• If somebody experienced a happy love, he will experience it again, when the
eras will pass and when the same eras return again. If somebody did not
experience an intensive happy love, he will experience it in the future path of his
soul. If somebody experienced an intensive unhappy love, he will experience
other love, happier, also in the future path of his soul. There is a certainty of

love for each of us; we all will have love either earlier or later. And we all come
up step by step to the future, which is lit up by that love. There is no different
way for us than to fix ourselves to this positive certainty that we have. We have
no other choice than to accept this as the only positive certainty. It is the only
one thing that always remains us. The hope and certainty of eternally repeating
love. And everybody has this certainty - a trampled beetle as well as a desolate
and sick man, a broken tree as well as a dry stalk of grass. Love will forget
nobody and at the end it is returning by large circuitous way to him, whom it
leaved in his past.

• Lovers fetch and get through sexual intercourse their missing piece. For
that their part, which sticks inside somebody other, into whom it is
necessary to penetrate, join with him, give to him an own superfluous piece
and another, a missing piece, take from him.
• In the same way as a light origines from a dark, also the biggest love origines
from the biggest darkness, and it can be seen only through it. Let us be grateful
to the dark for the light and to the darkness for the love. Let us recognize, that
darkness is only a necessary part of love, and love could not be without it.
• An attraction of the intime parts of human body, concretely a kissing and a
licking of sexual organs and buttocks express, that concrete man loves his
partner on his the most sensitive, most vulnerable and most beautiful as well as
on the most repellent places. This erotic attraction takes into account all the
inside partner’s priorities and defects, and it accepts and loves him together with
them.
• One of the highest experiences of love lies in its loss. And by experiencing
the loss of love and the terrible feeling because of a missing love, the last phase
of her experiencing is fulfilled and completed.

• Love is a natural state. It is the way of our existence in the spiritual worlds,
whereas hate is an unnatural state, for the reason that it forces us to exist by
relatively undesirable way and experience the opposite of that, what we
experienced in the spiritual worlds or in the happiest times of our life.
• Both genders, male and female, demonstrate the onesideness. The highest
understanding of the essence of everything can be reached only by the twogender point of view, because it includes the understanding and feelings of both
genders at the same time.
• The way to the real understanding of love leads through the deepest
emotional experience of all its forms at both genders and in their subsequent
overall analyze.
• The biggest charge of human love can be experienced, only when two souls
that are ideally fit for each other “make them only for themselves” and in a calm
place, where they have enough privacy, they devote in the sweetest passions,
which allow them to forget the neighboring world and give way to the energy of
love that calls for the most intensive merge with beloved partner.
• It happens from time to time, that we are amorous by a curious way. We do
not know why, we do not know for whom and for what, but we only know, that
we love. The subconscious source of love energy works in that moment inside
us, good ghosts are near us and we unconsciously join ourselves on the higher
spiritual streams of love and also on the universal love.
• Very particular and intensive are such charges of love that join an intensive
good and an intensive evil at the same time. For example a memory during the
listening of melody from a childhood. A man that listens to it feels on the one
hand a positive feeling from his childhood and remembrance of his parents that
already died, and on the other hand he also experiences the pain at the same
time, because those moments are already irretrievably gone. The same charge of
love is, when a man goes to see a demolished house, in which he once lived with
his family, or when he goes up through the forest, in which he made love with
his girl-friend a long time ago, and she died in the meantime and so on. Such
states are important for the transformation of spiritual energy as well as for the
regeneration of love energy in human soul. And that is why a man, who did not
experience intensive good and intensive evil because of love at the same time
was not a man in the right sense of this word.
• If a strong masculinity streams from a man, it is self-evident for a woman,
that he is a real man. At the same time if a strong femininity streams from a

women, men will suppose, that she is a real woman and that she is able to make
a quality sex too.
• Any part of any being is able to transform love energy. Well, a bit of us we
hand over not only by sex, but also by a loveful smile, by each positively
charged idea, by the touch of hairs, of skin, of sincere look, and also through all
else.
• Some people must love themselves, because it must be so. And other people
must hate themselves, because it must be so too.
• Nobody is fully bad, because the Universal God dwells in the micro-worlds
inside him as well as nobody is fully good, because the Universal Devil dwells
in the micro-worlds inside him
• When you will make all the meditations of love, the Universal God will
revive inside you.
• All what is alive, is our precious brother or sister. Every plant that we see for
the first time, is somebody beloved and precious, somebody, who was for us so
much near and dear, when our soul dwelled in the spiritual worlds. Yes, we all
know one another from the heavenly worlds and we all are brothers.
• If a man gives out all his love energy only for his lover, he is no longer
allowed to experience love for plants or animals, or experience universal love.
Although there are amorous relations that allow the experience of other loves
including universal love, these are only infrequent exceptions. There is a rule,
that most of us, who intensely loves only his love-partner, the majority of his
love energy he transforms with him and he does not have enough love energy
for experiencing of love for other beings or other people. In spite of it a man that
does not experience love energy with his partner or lover, may experience more
love energy with friends, animals, plants or with God himself.
• As it has always been with love, the source of love energy depletes in a man
after its petering-out, and it must be at rest for some time. And this is the reason
of those short “drop-outs”, that come most often just after the experience of
excessively intensive love.
• Excessive or deviant sexual desires occur most frequently with people who
not only had not coitus for a long time, but also often in periods where such
people suffered severe pain and when they are under a heavy psychical press.
Their organism desires to reach the opposite of such a negative state by the

evocation of a positive state, that is sex. But there is one more fact. When a man
suffers, evil ghosts influence the actions in his body and they inspire him with
ideas of deviant lusts.
• Love energy that longs for an energetic exchange with a partner can be
stopped and deafened only by strong negative impulses, for example feeling of a
big fear, disgusting physical smell or pain.
• Because every man must in his life experience some love, it is certain, that he
will have beauty moments with his love, and that later he will have to suffer for
some moments just because of that love too.
• Love leads to love and to hate, and hate leads to hate and to love.
• Harmonic love is of medium intensity and medium time of its duration. And
a man that experiences it, is with that love little bit satisfied and unsatisfied at
the same time.
• The ratio of physical and spiritual attraction decides about the way of
experience love by both partners. There are loves that have a physical spark, and
there are loves that have a spiritual charge. And harmonic love has a little from
either of them, when - to a certain degree - a bit of physical attraction is joined
with a bit of spiritual attraction.
Physical attraction considerates the partner from the point of view of the
widespread codex of beautiness of his gender in question together with taking
into account own demands for the partner’s body.
When we are attracted by physical shapes of our partner, it is a healthy
relation to the beautiness of his gender. And when we are attracted by partner’s
soul, we feel the stream of energy between him, and us. Partner’s eyes and face
are attracting us so much, that maybe we can forget the desire to have a coitus
with him. Old proverb says not in vain: “There, where a face of a woman excites
larger desire than her body, we find true love.”
• Because each love is the component of all-love, is also each love to a certain
degree the all-love.
• The concord between reason and love exists only rarely. Only when love is
not too intensive, only then it let itself to be given advice from reason and let
itself to be lead by him. Where reason governs, there love does not govern, and
where love governs, there reason does not govern. And when both of them
govern, so only to a small degree and that love is harmonic and lukewarm.

• An intensive experience of the loss of love, a bleeding for lost love and for
unfulfilled desires, it is a big victory. And the bigger the pain because of lost
love, the bigger energetic gain it brings to the spiritual world.
• When your time will come, angels and good ghosts will take care of you, in
order to you might meet and experience your biggest love.
• Love and mercy stay not far away apart. That precious art of mercy leads
namely to the awakening of universal love. When a man puts himself in the
place of other living creatures and plants, he begins to understand their situation
and perceive their sensations. And that man begins like them all, together with
putting himself in their place, also he begins to love them. And in addition to it,
that he loves them, he also understands their situation.
• We all are a part of the one whole, and we all also deserve love. And it
deserves not only a nice man or a good animal, because it not only deserves, but
also it needs most he who has the biggest lack of it. And it need not be only
lonely and sick man, it need not be a suffering animal. But it can “only” be the
fading stalk of a grass that dried, underfooted and lonely sings its depressed
song about slowly and painly dying.
• Earthly flowers are passing and withering fast, and for this reason it is
necessary to try till there is any time.
• If you would count up all loves that exist in the Allorganism and sum them
up into the one love, do you know, how would that love look like?
• Average woman and average man may expect one from another
approximately the following: A bit of passion and a bit of disgust, little
beautiness and little ugliness, slight happiness and slight misfortune, and partly
satisfaction in sexual and partners-life.
• Where love is missing, there it will cease to be missing once. Where there is
little love, once there will be bigger love. And where is a surplus of love, thence
love goes away in order that concrete man would be allowed to experience its
lack. And when he will experience it, love will return to him again.
• Every love is eternal through its unending repeating.
• It is said that doggy love is unable to compensate human love. However, I do
know, that it not only compensates human love, at least for some time, but it can
even exceed human love. And what is the doggy love in fact? Man loves

through one dog the one true “Predog”, also the part of Central Cosmic Soul that
is created by dogs’ souls. And through the doggy part that man unconsciously
loves also other parts of Central Cosmic Soul of our space. And through the
Central Cosmic Soul of our space he loves also the Central Cosmic Souls of
other spaces, also the whole Allorganism. Similarly it is with love for a woman.
Through one woman it is possible to love the principle of femaleness as such,
and the whole female spiritual part of the Allorganism, and through this it is
possible to love totally everything. I emphasize again, that each love is to the
certain measure the all-love.
• Why a woman deserves love of a man? For her beautiness? No. To be sure,
she did not give herself her beauty. The Creator gave it to her. Woman should
deserve love of man by intensity of her love for him. Important is, what that
woman feels and experiences inside.
And why a man deserves love of a woman? For his beautiness? No. To be
sure, he did not give himself his beautiness. The Creator gave it to him. Man
should deserve love of woman by intensity of his love for her. Important is, what
that man feels and experiences inside.
In spite of it we can rightfully affirm, that both of them deserve love, and this
not only because of the intensity of their love or by degree of their physical
beauty. They deserve their mutual love above all because of their common
spiritual affinity. After it, in the second place, by the intensity of their love or by
the measure of their physical beauty.
• A suffering - however big it might be - seems to be nothing, when it passes
and when it is replaced by love without limits. When love and happiness begin
to govern, every pain is forgotten with a view to pleasure and blissness that are
coming.
• There are people that have intensive sensations of love in nature and they do
not know why. The sight of a wonderful piece of land or of the nice forest
compels somebody to crying. It is about a conscious or unconscious
transformation of love energy from neighboring trees and animals. And it is also
the subconscious remembrance of soul in paradise’s garden of the spiritual
worlds. It is not such love energy that points to the one concrete living being and
which forget the other. It is such love energy that gives to every living being a
small piece of itself, and from each living being it takes a small piece of love
energy too. And this love is close to universal love.
• A murderer is a person that is mediating for his victim the passage from this
terrible world into the better world that is full of divine love.

• All is running by one’s way and through it the fulfillment of our dreams is
approaching.
• There is a concrete melody for each gender, and also for each individual. A
definite concrete melody, a concrete tone, belongs to every love. And because
each of us loves differently than the other, he is also attracted by other music
than they.
• Believe it or not, a great love is hiding in the background of each tragedy.
This fact is for human reason so much unbelievable and incomprehensible, that
it is better to avoid the difficulties and never pronounce this truth in front of
other people.
• It often happens, that a man meets his second half and he does not recognize
himself. How can he understand God that is over him?
• Do you realize, what real love is? You maybe naively think, that you really
love as much as possible and as you are most capable? You fools! To be sure,
some of you know nothing about this real love. Real love - man can die of it! It
is so much big, that man is not able to bear it and it destroys him. And it is at the
same time both the best and worst thing that could meet you in your life.
• It is unimportant, whom or what you love. Because if is that love really
intensive, it is true love. And the spirit of God stays in its background as well as
beyond all the other loves.
• If a man wants to avoid the unhappiness, grief and disappointment of love, it
remains him nothing else than to abnegate himself all the happiness that love
can provide, and live in seclusion and calmness without doing good and evil.
• Time will come, when all people recognize, who is their sisterly soul. They
will know their past and future lives and they will live together in such a love
which knows, that it belonged itself, belongs itself and always will belong itself.
After that the freakish transformation of love energy will arise, and it will be its
most irreplaceable and highest final experience, when love will be joined with
wisdom and faithfulness. And that will be the last thing, which love that is
experienced in material worlds will be allowed to provide to us. After it only the
global mystical wedding will follow.
• The higher the intensity of love, the lower the share of reason. And the higher
the share of reason, the lower the intensity of love.

• An approach to the non-sexual state, it means either fully know and feel the
sensations of both genders, or feel nothing.
• True love consists in an acceptance of suffering of the others on itself. Who
loves others is willing to bear their pain on himself and to suffer instead of them,
in order that they could be lucky instead of him.
• Platonic love gives without taking and it hurts very much him, who
experiences it.
• Life is terrible and beautiful and we cannot change it. We have not the
power. We can only look forward to the positive qualities of life that it will
provide to us, though in a rather small and fleeting way, for ever and ever.
• When living creatures experience love, God and higher angels are always
looking at them, and in a certain sense experience their love together with them.
• Love for nobody is the solution, how to avoid the losses of love, but it means
to be dead during life at the same time. On the other hand, to do love it means to
be living in the right sense of this word, and to be because of experiencing the
love happy and unhappy at the same time.
• In the material world there is little love, but in the spiritual world is much
love. If we add up love of the spiritual world with love and hate of the material
world, resulting value would be either zero or plus.
• There are such cases, when a large number of people very intensely fall in
love for one man, for example for an actor or a singer. It is clear as the sun in
one’s face, that the beloved man (actor, singer) probably has not sisterly soul
with nobody of these people. Despite the fact the people love him very much,
sometimes more intensely, than their own affinity souls. In this case these
people love the ideal that demonstrates the ideal characteristics of concrete
gender. Actor usually demonstrates the hero with true and ideal maleness, hero
without fault. And lady-singer usually demonstrates the ideal woman that shows
only her positives traits without any negatives. People’s love for such famous
figures is in fact love for the ideal of their gender, also for ideal woman and for
ideal man. It is about Karmic and Fate’s affair, when people love in one case
such famous person in order to cover their Karmic debts, above all, in order that
the person is to be loved and must experience glory and love from other people.

• As well as the sun does not rise one day after another at the same moment,
there also are not two men, which would look (seem to be) on one hundred
percent similar to one another. So there cannot exist two loves, from which the
one would be the same as the second. Each of us is predestined by Fate for the
experience of different love, than others.
• An old proverb says: „Send your bread along the water, after many days you
will meet it again.“ And love is the same. Into whom you put it in, once you will
meet it in him again.
• Attraction and repulsion, desire to merge and desire to separate - it is very
good demonstrated for example by the bind up of dogs, when the dogs with
desire join and penetrate into each other, but after a little moment of common
bind up, they intensive desire to disconnect and disjoin each other.
• What is a nice weather, by what it is created? By the fresh air, trees and
flowers, by the songs of birds, the chirp of crickets, fragrance of plants and so
on. So he who loves the nice weather, exactly said, he loves all beings that the
nice weather create.
• Let us look all around us and we can see love. And we may be amorous also
there, where we think, that there is nothing to love.
• Do you want to love the Niagara Falls? Love a brook or a river close to your
home! Do you want to love the great forests and the mountains? Learn to love
the few plants, which just surround you! Do you want to love the most beautiful
men or women on the world? Learn to love him, whom the Fate gave to you!
Would you like to love faithful and real friends? Learn to love the friends, which
you just have including their shortcomings!

Try to see the prettiest tree just in that tree, which stays under your window or
in your garden. And try to see the most beautiful flower in that flower, which
you have at home in a flowerpot.
You, men, try to see the best woman just in your wife! And you, women, try
to see the best man just in your husband!
• Desire for excessively loud music, which damages hearing; so much big
desire for love that totally exhaust the body; the embrace, which crushes whom
it embraces - it all expresses so much big desire for intensive love energy, which
overcomes the possibilities of body. Soul desires to experience the emotions of
love so much, that its physical body cannot make possible their experience for
her. Therefore we should remember, that the real most intensive love we will
experience only when we will be without our physical body.
• Love that soul experienced will remain in it exactly in the same shape, in
which the soul experienced it. And nothing can delete this soft-matter record of
love, also no pain is able to delete it.
• The biggest loves would stop to be the biggest loves, if they would recognize
the beloved object to the deep, including its physical and character’s shady
sides, lacks and faults.
• Let us keep up one our love by means of maintaining some other loves. Let
us not go so far away off the love, so that it would disappear from our eyes, and
do not step to the love so close, so that we would lose ourselves in it.
• The desire to merge, to be in a harmony, expresses itself in many ways - by
love to nightfall and dawn, by joining the pleasure with pain etc., also in all the
cases, when we want to have both contradictions at the same moment.
• The pain of sexual organs is the compensation and opposite of sexual
pleasures and delights, and the opposite of experience of positive love energy
through these organs.
• The universal meditation of universal love is the meditation that joins love
for plants, men, animals, suns, spaces, grass, stones etc. at the same moment
together and it experiences all the loves in the same while, both separately and
together.
• Let us develope our love, but let us also recognize all its merits and
shortcomings, and learn to love the love together with its faults.

• When we go over the moss, we perceive it as a pleasure from soft and
pleasant walking, but our steps cause to the moss so much pain.
• Young tree is a child, and adult tree expresses the wisdom of nature.
• The longest love is such love, by which we supersaturate ourselves after a
long time. And therefore we can experience this long-lived love just with
somebody, with whom we have only a little amount of mutual love energy,
whereas a lot of hate energy. For example with our one-time enemy. In order
that our past enmity enabled us present experiencing of love energy. In this
example the past enmity enabled to bloom the present love.
• The social events where many people meet and where people tune up to the
same positive wave makes possible for them to transform positive common
energy in a big quantity and in a big number at the same time. Professor Josef
Velenovský said: “In the temples, in harmonic zeal, the souls of the crowd join
the cosmic realm during celebrations at the singing and music with inversed
mind to the spiritual world.”
• When you will compel yourself into the love meditations, and when you will
do them too often, in the course of time these meditations become cut-and-dried
or unpleasant for you. Therefore keep up your love in the love meditation in
such a way, that you will meditate only from time to time. And that you will
look at the meditation, that it is the affair of sacred meeting and embracing with
near souls, which are inside those beings, to them you make the meditation of
love.
• I saw one thing: When a dog lacerated a ram, a sheep was staying beside the
ram during the whole event. And I ask myself: Would a woman stay beside his
husband, if a tiger would lacerate him?
• You, who desire more than all other to have a lover, do you want to know,
when you will get that lover? You will not get him before you will not stop your
excessive intensive desire for him, and till you will not learn to live without him.
• To live in one land and to desire to live in other land, it is energy that also
serves for mythical blend of everything with everything. An endeavor of a man
to attract what is distant to himself creates a binding to the distant object and it
gives the man a certain bit of particular energy - the combination of energy of
that land, in which the man loves other land, with the energy of that other land.

• With sisterly soul you most frequently desire to make a normal sexual
intercourse, because you unconsciously attempt to fully blend with it. Whereas
with people, the souls of which have a lower degree of spiritual affinity, with
them you maybe have an urge to make various and unordinary sexual practices.
• Have a heart so big that a big place can be found in it for each, whom you
love and who deserves it. Love every individual so much, as if just he would be
your only love and as though you would just with him spend all your life.
• Never love so much that it would destroy you and you would be burned
down, but never love so little to become emotionally cold and your heart would
changed itself into a stone or a piece of ice.
• It is easy to love beautiful abloom rose, but more difficult, and at the same
time more important is to learn to love somebody who is not pretty and who
makes a bad impression or is disgusting. And for this reason a bigger admiration
deserves he who is capable to love a withered tree or a deadhead, and give to
them more love than to the flower that is just abloom and that needs love much
less in comparison with the flower that is just fading.
• If those “there aloft” would love themselves less, we “here down” would not
must so much suffer.
• There is no man that would recognize all love. Because all-love is understood
only by beings which take care of it for ever and ever. With them you are much
more able to speak about love, than with any living man.

• Every true love is to have a bit of green-eyed monster and of selfishness.
• When we sleep, an energetic potential of our brain works in a different way
than when we are awake. And also our soul perceives little differently when we
sleep. And that is why a caressing during the half-sleep also brings about
specific transformation of love energy.

• Coming near and moving away off love is changing. When a man looks at
buttocks of a woman, it seems to him to be beautiful. If he begins fondle it, it is
pretty, but when he licks through the buttocks, he feels also stench (if that
buttocks is not especially exceedingly pure), and his nice feelings turn into
disgust. However, when he recedes out off that buttocks and see it from a larger
distance again, begins again perceive its beautiness.
• It is said that the best should come at the end. There are cases in history,
when lovers made love with each other and than they killed each other. For
example they tie themselves by chain and then jump into a lake and got
drowned. It can happen, that a man - after experiencing the best times that he
ever had – feels, that he not only something valuable won, but also lost. And
because he anticipates, that he will never be allowed to experience such a
beautiful things that he already experienced, knows, that he will only gets worse
in the future. And that is why he can have a desire to kill himself, just after his
experience of the happiest moment of his life.
• The thesis, that women have less complicated life than men, is not right.
They have simpler life only during that life-period, in which they are like
abloom roses and wooed by lovers. But when girls grow old and take care of
their children and work very hard and when these older women become old
fading and ill grandmothers, believe, that they already have not less complicated
life than men.

• We can often see dainty ladies on the side of hard men. When a man is butch
and coarse, woman need not his strong maleness compensate by her maleness,
and she experiences with such man only her femaleness. If dainty lady is going
out with a wimp, he subconsciously annoys her and she is then more aggressive
and coarser, because her weak man does not live through strong maleness and
she ought to live through it instead of him.
• To be able to properly love somebody, man must also hate somebody. And in
order to have friends, man must have also enemies.

• We were not divided in vain. We must learn to live one without another.
• Each position of sexual intercourse means a different way of touching of
souls. Souls merge by their different parts as well as by different parts of their
physical bodies. Each position stimulates other chakras and also other parts of
soul, then other positions.
• In reality, man does not love only that, whom he loves, but he also loves
ghosts, which governs to his love and experience it with him.
• As a matter of fact, a man does not love only that, whom he loves. Since he
also loves ghosts, which govern his love and experience it with him:
When the spirit of female love stays himself behind any woman, any man
falls in love with her and subconsciously also wants to join that spirit; when the
spirit of male love stays himself behind any man, any woman falls in love with
him and subconsciously wants to join the spirit of that male love too).
• Behind whom the Spirit of Love stays himself, him we fall in love with.
Sometimes he stays behind our friend, in different times behind our lover or pet,
or behind a beautiful landscape. In reality, we do not search those whom we
love, but we search the Spirit of Love through them. In each one, whom we
love, we find His one part.
______________________________________________
• Many lies are often heard between lovers:
Relative lie: You can do with me whatever you like to do!
Relative truth: If one lover would do with the other that what he really wants
to do, their lover’s relation would end soon (for example sadists).
Relative lie: This is his girl!
Relative lie: If that girl would be his girl, then he would allow doing with her
whatever he wants to do. However, he cannot. That is why that girl is not his
girl.
Relative lie: I will never forsake you!
Relative truth: I will forsake you soon!
etc...
______________________________________________

• What a lover would be ideal for a woman? She already had more lovers and
has not been fully satisfied with any of them:
1. He was good at sex, but was alcoholic.
2. He was wealthy and took care of her well, but was unpretty.
3. She was satisfied with him except his being too old.
4. He was nice and supported her well, also was good at sex, but often
unfaithful.
As it is obvious, ideal lover for that woman would be such a lover that would
include all the qualities of above-mentioned lovers in him. The woman only met
a part of that desired ideal lover in each one of her four lovers.
The same apply is valid for a man. What a woman would be ideal for him? He
already had several women and has not been fully satisfied with any of them:
1. Her buttock was nice, but her breasts were too small. Besides, she was
stupid.
2. She had a very nice figure and was good in bed, but unfaithful – she alternate
lovers very often.
3. She was both lovely and faithful, but her sexual orientation was a rather
different in comparison with his one – she desired for different way of sexual
intercourse than he.
4. She was unpretty, even though faithful and good.
5. She was very nice but emotionally cold – uncapable to reach the orgasm.
As it is obvious, ideal woman-lover for that man would be such a ladylove
that would include in her all the qualities of all the above-mentioned womenlovers. The man only met a part of that desired ideal ladylove in each one of his
five lovers.
______________________________________________
• Who loves God he loves everything. And who loves everything he loves
God. Nevertheless, nobody manages to love totally everything, therefore nobody
manage fully love the God. In the same way also God does not fully love

everybody of you, since he has many other loves than the love for you. His love
for you is only a fractional piece of his love energy.
• Relationships among particular plants can be compared with the relationships
among people. Plants also have neighborly and familial relations, also exploit
and are exploited. Similarly to people, they hate and love each other.
• From out of any time sphere point of view, there is no difference between
love and hate, faithfulness and unfaithfulness.

CONCLUSION
__________
I do hope, that I described to you in this book the biggest secret of love, which
love hided from you for ages up to now.
I am not capable to explain to you all the mysteries shrouding the notion of
love, but I do believe, that you will reason in the line of its essence, which I
explained in this book. The rest what I have not written, you hopefully find out
yourself.

